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Abstract
In smart environments, numerous devices need to be dynamically connected to form a Distributed Real-time and Embedded (DRE) system based on Mobile Ad-hoc
NETworks (MANETs) or Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and collaboratively
react to changing contexts with dependable quality of service (QoS). Traditional middleware platforms, which have been designed as monolithic static systems,
cannot eﬀectively support the ﬂexible and dynamic computing environments for
emerging DRE applications. In consequence, there is an urgent need to provide a
powerful adaptation approach for existing middleware.
Context-Aware Reﬂective Middleware (CARM), which supports dynamic reconﬁguration and distributed behavior synchronization of component-based applications, has been an appealing technique for DRE systems in MANETs and WSNs.
Existing CARM frameworks use single component-chain based architecture and
synchronous synchronization protocols that are ineﬃcient since they impose dependence restrictions and reconﬁguration overhead. The achieved reconﬁguration
time is in a range of several seconds or even tens of seconds. We argue that they can
not satisfy the eﬃciency requirements of some DRE applications in the dynamic environments, where reconﬁguration is triggered every second or millisecond.
Furthermore, there is no CARM framework implemented for extremely resourcelimited wireless sensor nodes due to the complexity and overhead.

1

The key contribution of this dissertation research is the design and realization
of a context-aware reﬂective middleware framework, called MassWare (Mobile Adhoc and Sensor Systems’ Middleware), to meet the eﬃciency requirement of such
adaptive DRE applications in MANETs and WSNs. Our thesis is that the reconﬁguration eﬃciency can be improved by asynchronous synchronization support via
a middleware framework. To prove this thesis, we propose a multiple componentchain based middleware architecture and an active-message oriented asynchronous
synchronization protocol for the reconﬁguration. The key idea behind the protocol is that each application-layer data packet takes an active message header that
indexes the correct component-chain of the packet receiver to process the data
payload. Therefore, the distributed behavior synchronization time is dramatically
reduced by eliminating the operation suspension time and buﬀer clearance time.
Based on the protocol, we have developed MassWare in MANETs and WSNs that
helps the DRE applications adapt to changing contexts in an eﬃcient and robust
way according to user-deﬁned adaptation rules.
In this dissertation, we describe the complete architecture design, model analysis, and implementation of MassWare, which addresses the major challenges of
existing CARM frameworks: improving reconﬁguration eﬃciency, realizing CARM
in WSNs, and oﬀering a uniﬁed development model for both MANETs and WSNs.
MassWare and supported applications have been implemented on PDA platforms
and Mica sensor nodes. The reconﬁguration eﬃciency has also been analyzed and
compared with those of peer CARM frameworks based on a novel theoretical model. Quantitative empirical results show that the reconﬁguration time of MassWare
for MANETs is reduced from seconds to hundreds of microseconds. Evaluations demonstrate that MassWare is robust, scalable and generates a small memory
footprint.

2

Chapter 1
Introduction
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1. Introduction

1.1

Context-Aware Reﬂective Middleware and Applications

1.1.1

Context-Aware Reﬂective Middleware

Middleware [1][2] is a distributed software layer that sits above the network operation system and below the application layer and abstracts the heterogeneity of the
underlying environment. Traditional communication middleware, like CORBA [3],
Java RMI [4], and DCOM [5], has been a critical technology in the construction
of distributed applications. Recently, there is a need to migrate the middleware
platforms, which have been designed as monolithic static systems, to more ﬂexible
and dynamic computing environments due to the popularity of portable devices
(e.g. laptops, PDAs, and sensor nodes) and advances in wireless communication
techniques (e.g. Wi-Fi and ZigBee). The limited resource and dynamic resource
availability requires applications to be adaptive and reconﬁgurable at runtime to
improve performances in the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) and Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs).
Adaptive and reﬂective middleware [6][7] has the ability to inspect its internal states by providing a representation of its internals through a process called
reiﬁcation, and allows the internals to be dynamically manipulated and runtime
reconﬁgured through a process called absorption [8][9] to change its functional
behaviors. The adaptive and reﬂective middleware uses component-based metamodel to build applications, in which an application consists of a set of interacting
reﬂective components (e.g. a component chain). Therefore, the reconﬁguration
process is realized via the component interface-metamodel, which is able to dynamically discover and access the component interfaces to change its attributes
and functions, and the application architecture-metamodel, which is able to access
4
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and reconﬁgure the component graph (e.g. the component chain structure).
Context-aware reﬂective middleware (CARM) [10][11] can monitor real-time
contextual information and adapt the application behaviors to the context changes.
It provides a powerful reconﬁguration approach to build Distributed Real-time
and Embedded (DRE) systems [12] in mobile wireless environments because it can
adapt the systems autonomously to changing contexts to ensure required quality
of service (QoS) [13]. The reconﬁguration process includes local behavior change
and distributed behavior synchronization (e.g. changing or adding a compression
component in local program may require a corresponding change or insertion of a
decompression component in distributed peer programs).

1.1.2

Applications in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

Distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems [12], such as aircraft mission
planning systems in battleﬁeld, rapid response systems, and vehicle safety systems
in unmanned intelligent vehicles, provide an important approach to bridging the
gap between the cyber world and the physical world. Generally, DRE systems are
large-scale, integrated, and time-sensitive and operate in dynamic and resource
limited environments [14]. This challenges system designers and developers when
such DRE systems must be developed from scratch. Fortunately, CARM techniques may be used to address this challenge by reducing application development
and maintenance costs, enabling component-based system integration, and supporting time-sensitive and resource-limited application.
To clarify the potential advantages behind the context-aware reﬂective middleware for DRE systems, we present an example of possible use case in vehicle safety
applications (see Fig. 1.1). Suppose a road has two lanes in one direction, on
which car 1 and car 5 are in lane 1 and car 2, 3, 4, and 6 are in lane 2. There are

5
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lane1 lane2

1
2
3
4

5

6

Figure 1.1: An example of vehicle application scenario.
two scenarios that a vehicle system may need to adapt its behaviors to real-time
contexts.
The ﬁrst scenario is for robust communication. Car 1 and car 2 share their
visions by exchanging image data for action replan when they drive closely while
both only have partial vision of the road condition. Each image frame is separated
into tiles and transmitted in a sequence based on diﬀerent priorities. The tiles
closer to the interest point have higher priority and will be transmitted ﬁrst with
high image quality. However, the network condition, e.g. the bandwidth, between
car 1 and car 2 is dynamic and volatile. The middleware can automatically measure
the bandwidth and adaptively reconﬁgure the compression behaviors at runtime,
e.g. using or not using compression component, or setting varied compression ratio,
to satisfy the required QoS, like the speciﬁed transmission time, of the application
while provide images as clear as possible.

6
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The second scenario is for action replan. Car 4 ﬁnds that it is too congested to
drive in lane 2 while there are fewer cars in lane 1 by communicating with nearby
cars and roadside infrastructure. It then decides to switch to lane 1 to reduce traﬃc
congestion. The middleware in this scenario will automatically collect the position
and speed information of neighbor cars and the road conditions and then make the
decision of switching to lane 2 by adjusting the direction and speed parameters of
its software control components.
Another example is a dynamic collaborative mission planning DRE system
that contains a command and control (C2) aircraft and a ﬁghter aircraft [15]. The
ﬁghter aircraft and the C2 aircraft establish a collaboration to exchange virtual
target folders (VTFs), consisting of image data to update the ﬁghter’s mission
which is required to be completed in milliseconds for some critical avionics tasks.
Context-aware reﬂective middleware can adapt the real-time collaboration task to
the dynamic constraints of the embedded system. It breaks a request for a VTF
image into tiles, monitors the progress of the tile acquisition, and changes the
quality level of subsequent tiles to compensate for late or early downloading of an
image.

1.1.3

Applications in Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [16] can gather sensory data from the physical
world and monitor environmental conditions. Therefore, they have also played
an important role in the smart cyber-physical systems. A WSN consists of large
numbers of low-cost networked sensor devices (also called nodes), which are capable of sensing, computation, and wireless communication. The nodes can sense
and process environmental data and relay the sensor readings of other nodes to
the base station through automatically constructed ad-hoc networks. Compared

7
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with wired networks, WSNs can be deployed in highly dynamic and heterogeneous
environments to perform distributed sensing and collaborative data processing.
WSN application areas include cyber-physical systems, habitat monitoring, intruder detection, infrastructure health monitoring, and in the future, possibly integrating all human-life applications in smart environments. The applications have
beneﬁted from advances in context-aware reﬂective middleware.
Data compression is an attractive in-network processing research topic in WSNs
for reducing communication overhead since the amount of energy needed to send
one bit of data is equivalent to the amount of energy consumed by executing thousands of instructions to produce the same data [17]. Based on its contextual
information, a sensor node could select diﬀerent compression algorithms to minimize the data redundancy. For example, when a node detects that it has multiple
neighbor nodes (high density scenario), it needs to select a Distributed Source
Coding (DSC) algorithm to reduce distributed redundancy (the redundancy among local sensed data and data sensed from neighbor nodes). However, when
the neighbor nodes are in sleep mode or dead (low density scenario), the node
needs to select an independent algorithm (e.g. Unary Coding) to only reduce local
redundancy since there is no distributed redundancy.
Reprogramming WSNs [18] over the air is an appealing technique for the
management and maintenance of WSNs because manually ”burning” programs
to sensor nodes is labor intensive or even impossible after the nodes have been
deployed. In traditional reprogramming frameworks, a WSN program is compiled
into a monolithic code image, in which application modules and TinyOS kernels are statically linked, and the entire code image needs to be updated even for
minor changes. Context-aware reﬂective middleware supports dynamically loaded
software components and provides a new reprogramming technique to update only
speciﬁc components. Furthermore, context-aware reﬂective middleware supports
8
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context measurement and dynamic reconﬁguration of WSN applications by dynamically loading and unloading components according to the contextual information
.

1.2
1.2.1

Motivations and Objectives
Application Requirements

The advances in microelectronics and wireless communication techniques have beneﬁted large-scale distributed, real-time, and embedded (DRE) systems [12], such
as cyber-physical systems [19], rapid response systems [20], vehicle safety systems
in unmanned intelligent vehicles [21][22][23][24][25], and possible all human-life applications in smart environments. Generally, the DRE systems are time-sensitive,
heterogeneous, and integrated with MANETs and WSNs and operate in dynamic
and resource limited environments, which challenges DRE system designers and
developers.
In MANETs, being real-time is one of the most critical requirements of DRE
systems. For the previous example, unmanned intelligent vehicles with DRE systems can reconﬁgure their behaviors (direction and speed) to adapt to situational
contexts collected at runtime through temporally built ad-hoc and dynamic networks based on vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communications. However, the long reconﬁguration time may result in critical accidents and loss of lives
and property. In fact, two cars could hit each other in 1.5 seconds when they drive
face to face based on the 3 second safe distance rule, which requires a vehicle safety
system to respond in hundreds of milliseconds.
the reconﬁguration time of the existing context-aware reﬂective frameworks
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[26][8] is too long to be acceptable for time-critical DRE systems. The reconﬁguration time is normally in the range of seconds or more according to the data
reported in literature, but a DRE system requires the total processing time within
10ms for time-critical missions [27]. The reconﬁguration process of a DRE application consists of two steps: local behavior change, which modiﬁes the structure
of the local functional path (or component chain), and distributed behavior synchronization, which coordinates distributed behaviors after the local behavior is
changed. For example, in a distributed mobile video transmission application,
changing or adding a compression component in a sender program (a local behavior) requires a corresponding change or insertion of a decompression component
in the receiver programs (a distributed behavior). The long reconﬁguration time
of existing CARM techniques is caused by the ineﬃciency of their synchronization
protocols, which are synchronous and require the synchronization participants to
be blocked until the reconﬁguration process is completed.
In WSNs, to the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no existing contextaware reﬂective middleware. Due to the tight integration with the physical world
and limited resources in early-stage sensor platforms, applications are usually constructed as monolithic programs that include the underlying embedded operating
system and are tightly coupled with hardware components of sensor nodes. The
monolithic application structure has two disadvantages. First, it hampers reusability. WSN applications often need to be developed from scratch, which increases the
developer workload and the development cost. Second, it makes the sensor reprogramming process energy-intensive and error-prone because the whole application
has to be updated even for a minor change of the application.
Another requirement of existing WSN applications is the ﬂexibility and adaptability in mobile environments [28]. Because sensor nodes are often randomly
deployed in heterogeneous environments, each individual node needs to deal with
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diﬀerent situations and even change its behavior at runtime. However, all sensor
nodes are traditionally programmed with the same code and diﬃcult to be changed
once they are deployed, which hampers their adaptation capability.

1.2.2

Middleware Requirements

Middleware has succeeded because it masks the heterogeneity of underlying environment and simpliﬁes the task of programming and managing applications.
Traditional middleware focuses on integrating distributed computing systems to
serve as a uniﬁed resource to reduce the application development cost. However,
there are some challenges when migrating the traditional middleware to the ﬂexible
and dynamic mobile devices and sensor nodes due to their limited resource and
dynamic resource availability. First, the hardware and operating systems deployed
in these platforms may be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. Mobile devices, like PDAs and Smart Phones, may host Giga-Hertz processer and hundreds of Mega-Bytes memory
and support general operating systems (e.g. Window Mobile OS) and Wi-Fi communication, while sensor nodes only have Mega-Hertz processor and Kilo-Bytes
memory and support device-speciﬁc operating system (e.g. tinyOS) and ZigBee
communication. Second, the application development model and programming
techniques are also diﬀerent in mobile devices and sensor nodes. Mobile devices
normally support generic high-level programming languages (e.g. C# and .NET
in Windows mobile OS) and multiple threads, while sensor nodes only support
device-speciﬁc programming languages (e.g. NesC) and a single thread.
These hardware and software diﬀerences make the middleware techniques in
MANETs and WSNs distinct and require the application developers of DRE systems to have expertise in both areas. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a uniﬁed programming interface for developing both MANET and WSN applications.
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The middleware should be able to handle the low-level hardware and software
heterogeneity and provide high-level services to the application developers. The
developers can then eﬃciently construct an application based on existing software
components, choose application interested contexts for measurement, and deﬁne
the policies how the application adapts to the measured contexts.

1.2.3

Objectives

According to the requirements and motivations mentioned above, the objectives
of this dissertation include:
• Improve the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of traditional context-aware reﬂective
middleware to satisfy the real-time requirement of DRE systems in MANETs.
• Propose context-aware reﬂective middleware for wireless sensor nodes so that
each individual node can adapt its behavior to the dynamic environments in
WSNs. The middleware can also beneﬁt sensor reprogramming techniques
to update only required software components.
• Provide a uniﬁed middleware framework for developing context-aware reﬂective applications in both MANETs and WSNs. The framework should be
simple to use while ﬂexible enough to develop generic applications.

1.3

Contributions and Signiﬁcance

This dissertation focuses on the designs of context-aware reﬂective middleware
for MANETs and WSNs. The signiﬁcant contributions of the dissertation are as
follows:
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Figure 1.2: Dynamic reconﬁguration architecture
• MassWare solves the critical issue of the long reconﬁguration time of contextaware reﬂective middleware. Compared to the traditional middleware that
supports single component-chain based application architecture (Fig. 1.2a),
MassWare-MANET maintains multiple component chains (Fig. 1.2b). Therefore, there is a new method proposed for the local behavior change that
switches active and inactive chains, which replaces the traditional method
of modifying the single-chain structure to reduce the local behavior change
time.
Further, based on the multi-component chain architecture, an eﬃcient activemessage based synchronization protocol is designed to asynchronously coordinate the behaviors of distributed programs and the distributed behavior
synchronization time is dramatically reduced by eliminating the operation
suspension time and buﬀer clearance time required by existing middleware
techniques.
We have proposed a generic analytical model for compariing the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of various CARM frameworks. According to the analysis and
empirical measurement results, we conclude that the reconﬁguration time in
existing adaptive and reﬂective middleware has been reduced from seconds to milli-seconds. the magnitude reduction of application reconﬁguration
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time enabled a richer set of DRE systems for cyber-physical interactions to
be designed and implemented.
• MassWare also oﬀers, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst context-aware
reﬂective middleware framework that has been implemented in a single sensor
node. MassWare is a component-based middleware built on top of SOS [29]
(a module-based dynamic operating system for WSNs). A MassWare component provides a set of interfaces through which it can change its states at
runtime and communicate with other components. MassWare has the ability
to dynamically update these software components, reconﬁgure the connections between them, and synchronize the reconﬁgured behavior of a sensor
node with the base station. Moreover, MassWare can measure environmental
contexts of sensor nodes and then adapt sensor application behaviors to the
changing contexts at runtime based on user-deﬁned policies. The MassWare
framework and supported applications have been implemented and evaluated
in MicaZ nodes. Experimental results show that MassWare is energy eﬃcient
with small memory footprint.
• We have design and implement a uniﬁed context-aware reﬂective middleware,
called MassWare (Mobile Ad-hoc and Sensor Systems middeWare), for both
MANETs and WSNs. To develop a context-aware reﬂective application based
on MassWare, developers only need to provide a script ﬁle in XML syntax to
describe the application-required functional components, measurement tool
components, and adaptation policies. The middleware then constructs the
application, measures application contextual information, adapts the application behavior to the contexts according to the deﬁned adaptation policies,
and synchronizes with peer middleware agents or the base station. MassWare includes two separate middleware frameworks: MassWare-MANET for
14
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mobile ad-hoc networks and MassWare-WSN for wireless sensor networks.

1.4

Terminologies

The following terminology will be used in this dissertation:
• Synchronization is the process of coordinating the behaviors of collaborative
programs in a DRE system. When the behavior of a local program is reconﬁgured to adapt to changing contexts, it requires its peer programs to change
their behaviors correspondingly for system consistency.
• Asynchronous synchronization means that the synchronization is realized
through an asynchronous method, in which the local program can resume
its operation right after its own behavior is changed for adaptation and other synchronization participants reactively change their behaviors only when
they communicate with this local program.
• Detector is the hierarchical context event sensor that can organize and evaluate speciﬁed contexts at runtime and notify subscribed actuators for
adaptation.
• Actuator is a reﬂective component that contains a set of functional components and a meta-interface. The functional components form a functional
path or component chain, which process application-layer data. The metainterface can represent its internal states and reconﬁgure the actuator behaviors at runtime though component parameter tuning and chain structure
reconﬁguration.
• Active actuator means that the actuator status is active. There is one and
only one actuator active at any time and only the component chain in the
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active actuator processes application-layer data. Various actuators can be
activated or deactivated to adapt to changing contexts according to userdeﬁned policies.
• Proactive actuators are the actuators constructed at the system initialization
phase to process local data. They can proactively change their behaviors to
adapt to changing contexts at runtime according to user-deﬁned adaptation
policies (rules).
• Reactive actuators are the actuators constructed at the system synchronization phase to process received data from peer programs. They reactively
change their behaviors according to the active message header of the received
data packet.

1.5

Organization of the Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 covers the existing
research results of related context-aware reﬂective middleware. Chapter 3 presents
the MassWare-MANET reﬂection model and system architecture and Chapter 4
presents the MassWare-WSN design and implementation. In Chapter 5, we theoretically analyze the reconﬁguration time of MassWare and compare it with peer
research, followed by the system implementation and experiment validation. In
Chapter 6, some MassWare-supported applications are designed and implemented. The dissertation concludes with Chapter 7.
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2.1

Middleware for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

Middleware has been a critical technology for developing DRE systems because it
can mask the heterogeneity of the underlying environment and simplify the task
of programming and managing applications. It can be categorized into multiple
layers (Fig. 2) based on the various functions provided for DRE systems.

2.1.1

Communication Middleware

Communication middleware focuses on integrating distributed computing systems to serve as a
uniﬁed resource to reduce the application development cost. Early stage middleware, like CORBA [3], Java RMI [4], and DCOM [5], is built on
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to abstract the
low-level TCP/IP communication details and replace the communication interface with a local
procedure call or function invocation.

2.1.2

Component Middleware

Applications
Context-aware
middleware
Adaptive
middleware
Component
middleware
Communication
middleware
Hardware /
Network
Figure 2.1: Middleware layers.

Component middleware, normally based on a component model (e.g. CORBA
Component Model [30]), enables reusable service components to be organized, conﬁgured, and deployed for developing applications eﬃciently and robustly. Component middleware provides standards for object implementations and interactions so
that it can support generic service components and then reduce the complexity of
software upgrades and increase the reusability and ﬂexibility of distributed applications. Existing component middleware contains both reusable common services,
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e.g. optimization of resource consumption (OSA+ [31], ACE [1]), conﬁgurability
(TAO [32], Zen [33]), reusability (nORB [34]) etc., and domain-speciﬁc services,
e.g. OSEK/VDX [35] for vehicle applications and ARINC 653 for avionics.

2.1.3

Adaptive and Reﬂective Middleware

Adaptive and reﬂective middleware [36][37][38] has the ability to inspect its internal states by providing a representation of its internals through a process called
reiﬁcation. It also allows the internals to be dynamically manipulated and reconﬁgured through a process called absorption, which changes its non-functional
and functional behaviors. The non-functional behavior reconﬁguration is realized
by dynamically replacing or changing the non-functional components of the middleware, like security check and concurrency control, etc. The functional behavior
reconﬁguration is realized by reconﬁguring the functional components of the application at runtime. Open ORB [6] provides both structural reﬂection for functional
component reconﬁguration and behavioral reﬂection for nonfunctional component
reconﬁguration. Dynamic TAO [7] is a reﬂective ORB based on a set of component conﬁgurators. The TAOConﬁgurator can inspect and dynamically change its
nonfunctional behaviors.

2.1.4

Context-aware Reﬂective Middleware

Context-aware reﬂective middleware can measure applications’ situational contexts
and adapt application behaviors to them at runtime. It may be further divided into
QoS-enabled middleware [39][40][41] and user-deﬁned context-aware middleware
[42][43]. QoS-enabled middleware can dynamically measure application-speciﬁc
QoS and provide QoS reservation or adaptation to guarantee the required QoS, e.g.
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MUSIC [10], CIAO [44], Qoskets [45][46], and QuO [47][48]. User-deﬁned contextaware middleware supports not only application QoS, but also any other userdeﬁned contexts. MARCHES [49], MADAM [11], MobiPADS [26], and CARISMA
[8] are some example systems that belong to this category.
QuO (Quality Objects) [50][51][52] is a distributed object computing framework
based on the CORBA model. It provides a QoS monitor and composes dynamic
QoS provisioning capacity into DRE systems. QuO separates the QoS provisioning
functionality from the application functionality; however, it still relies on ACE and
TAO as it must use ORB based communication interfaces (e.g. TAO A/V streaming) and QoS tools (e.g GQoS and IntServ). MUSIC separates the self-adaptation
concern from the business logic concern and delegates the complexity related to
self-adaptation to generic middleware. It oﬀers an adaptation-planning framework
to evaluate the utility of alternative conﬁgurations in response to context changes,
select a feasible one (e.g., the one with the highest utility) for the current context, and adapt the application accordingly. MADAM is a type of client/server
based CARM for adaptive mobile applications. A master node (client) negotiates
with slave nodes (servers) for an adaptation decision. It provides both reactive
and proactive negotiation mechanisms for distributed adaptation decision. None
of these frameworks provides any synchronization functionality; they assume that
the adaptation has been constrained in safe conditions in advance. For example,
the reconﬁguration in QuO must be carefully studied so that the received data can
still be understood by the receiver after reconﬁguration.
MobiPADS [26] is a policy- (or rule-) based CARM framework for mobile applications. It supports both middleware-layer and application-layer adaptations according to user-deﬁned policies. A client middleware agent uses a communication
channel to synchronize the application behaviors with a server middleware agent in
a synchronous way whenever the architecture is reconﬁgured. The reconﬁguration
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process includes operation suspension, buﬀer clearance, and chain-structure modiﬁcations. Because the initiator of the synchronization must be suspended until
the system architecture of its own and other participants is reconﬁgured and the
buﬀered data for previous architecture is processed, the reconﬁguration time is in
a range of seconds or even more according to the published experimental results.
CARISMA [8] employs a novel micro-economic approach that relies on a particular
type of sealed-bid auction to handle the adaptation conﬂicts between distributed
policies. The processing time of the conﬂict resolution algorithm includes communication time among peer agents for message exchanges and local computation
time for context evaluation, bidding calculation, and solution set computation.
This reconﬁguration process is still synchronous and the conﬂict resolution algorithm must be invoked whenever a context is changed. Similar to these frameworks,
MassWare is also a policy-based CARM framework and focuses on the reconﬁguration of stateless applications. MassWare is diﬀerent from existing work because it
maintains multiple component chains and leverages the active messages to realize
the synchronization in an asynchronous way. According to analysis and evaluations, MassWare can signiﬁcantly reduce the reconﬁguration time and satisfy the
responsiveness requirement of DRE systems. The preliminary results of MassWare
were published in [49] and a substantial extension of the system and thorough evaluation of its performance based on a proposed analytical model and experiments
is presented in [53].
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2.2
2.2.1

Middleware for Wireless Sensor Networks
WSN Middleware Frameworks

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of large numbers of low-cost, smallscale sensor nodes, which can sense and process environmental data and transmit
the sensor readings or processed results to the base station through automatically
constructed wireless ad-hoc networks. WSNs have shown many beneﬁts in the
application areas of environment monitoring, event detecting, and object tracking.
And they will be an attractive means to bridge the gap between the physical world
and virtual cyber world in future smart environments. On the other hand, developing sensor applications is a very challenging task due to WSN characteristics.
First, sensor nodes are very limited in the hardware resource and energy. Second,
node mobility, node failures, and environmental obstructions make WSNs highly
dynamic. Third, the large number of sensor nodes also makes the deployment of
sensor applications diﬃcult. Middleware is a novel approach for hiding low-level
implementation details and providing standard high-level interfaces to facilitate
the development of WSN applications.
Most WSN middleware frameworks focus on implementation of basic sensing
and routing operations. COUGAR [54] views sensor networks as a virtual database
and provides an SQL like language to query sensor data from the networks. Similar
to COUGAR, TinyDB [55] is also a sensor database system, which uses a semantic
tree routing protocol to accurately determine when queries should be propagated
from a node to its children to save energy and extend battery life. TinyDB also
supports event-based query and allow queries to be triggered by events generated
by other queries or a sensor program. SINA [56] is a more comprehensive sensor
database system. It not only supports SQL-like languages for sensor queries, but
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also incorporates such low-level mechanisms as hierarchical clustering of sensors
and eﬃcient data aggregation. SINA views the sensor network as a logic datasheet
composed of cells and each cell represents an attribute of a sensor node. It also
provides a language called SQTL (Sensor Query and Tasking Language), which
can be injected into the network at run-time, for sensor hardware access, communication, and event handling. The database-oriented approaches are only suitable
for homogeneous networks because they require each sensor node to have identical
data structure.
TinyLIME [57] supports eﬃcient data query from local sensors (one-hop) based
on a tuple space model with shared memory. TinyLIME applications create tuple
templates whose formats are determined by sensor nodes, and subscribe them to
the sensor nodes for their interested data. MiLAN [58] provides a standard API
for applications to specify their sensing requirements, like required data type, data
sets, and sensor Quality of Service (QoS) etc. The middleware can retrieve the
current application state and eﬃciently conﬁgure the network, so that only required
sensor nodes are organized to meet the application requirements.
The above middleware frameworks focus on the entire network and view nodes
as basic sensing elements. Along with the rapid progress of hardware resource of
WSNs, more and more data processing tasks have been migrated to individual
sensor nodes to extend battery life as the energy cost of sending one single bit of
data can consume the energy of executing thousands of instructions to produce
the same data [17]. As applications become more complex, middleware is also required for these tiny sensor nodes. Mate [59] uses a virtual machine approach built
on TinyOS to hide low-level operations and interpret received byte codes, which
are broken into capsules. Mate programs can be easily replaced by injecting new
capsules, which makes the network dynamic, ﬂexible and reconﬁgurable. However, Mate is not suitable for complex sensor applications. First, the interpretation
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overhead for large applications is wasteful; Second, Mate capsules, which contain
24 instructions at most, are not meaningful service components and diﬃcult to
maintain or upgrade; Third, The interaction between diﬀerent capsules is not expressive. A capsule can call another subroutine capsule, but there is no message
exchange between capsules; Fourth, Mate only supports bytecode; a higher-level
language and a programming model for application development are needed. Magnet [60] and Impala [61] also design a virtual layer to mask the low-level hardware
operation and heterogeneity for each node and provide a high-level interface to
simplify application development and support application adaptation. However,
they require complex software support (e.g. Magnet requires a Java virtual machine, and Impala only works on Linux systems) and not suitable for tiny sensor
nodes.

2.2.2

WSN Reprogramming

Reprogramming WSNs [18] over the air is a desired technique for the management
and maintenance of WSNs as manually ”burning” programs to all sensor nodes
is labor intensive or even impossible once they are deployed. On the other side,
reprogramming is also a challenging task. In TinyOS, the current state of the
art operating system for WSNs, a compiled program is a monolithic code image in
which application modules and TinyOS kernels are statically compiled and globally
optimized for execution eﬃciency. Therefore, the entire code image needs to be
updated even for minor changes. In MNP [62] and Deluge [63], a program is
divided into several segments (or pages), which are transferred in a pipeline fashion
in networks. They use REQ packets as negative acknowledgement (NACK) to
guarantee the integrity of the program. Incremental Network Programming [64]
uses the Rsync algorithm to generate the diﬀerence between the two program
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images and only transmit the incremental changes for the new program version.
The powerful host machine (e.g. base station) keeps the histories of the program
versions of all code receivers (e.g. sensor nodes) and calculates the diﬀerences
locally to save communication energy. However, this algorithm is not suitable for
major function changes or retasking in WSNs as the diﬀerence of compiled binary
programs are rather large in these situations.

2.2.3

SOS: A Dynamic Sensor Operating System

SOS [29] is a new dynamic operating system for WSNs. Diﬀerent from TinyOS,
SOS consists of a statically-compiled kernel and dynamically-loaded modules. The
kernel supports dynamic memory allocation, message scheduling, and loading and
unloading modules. It also provides sensor APIs to help modules interact with
sensor drivers. SOS modules are position-independent binaries that implement a
speciﬁc task or function. The modules can communicate with each other and with
the kernel through a direct function call or by passing asynchronous messages that
are handled by the message scheduler. The dynamic memory is used to store module states and pass data address across various modules. SOS not only provides
a reprogramming technique to update required functional modules, instead of the
entire program, but also supports dynamic reconﬁguration by dynamically linking and unlinking modules for WSN applications. MassWare is a context-aware
reﬂective middleware framework built above SOS. Compared to SOS modules,
MassWare components provide a set of interfaces that can be used to inspect and
modify component states and communicate with each other. MassWare also supports context measurement, adaptation, and synchronization so that each sensor
node can adapt its behavior to environmental contexts according to user-deﬁned
policies.
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3.1

System Architecture of MassWare

MassWare-MANET (also called MassWare in this chapter) uses a layered architecture to monitor contexts and adapt supported-applications to the contexts according to user-deﬁned policies. It supports both component-level reﬂection for the
accommodation of standard components and system-level reﬂection for the reconﬁguration of component connections, it contains a hierarchical event notiﬁcation
model to eﬃciently evaluate comprehensive contexts, and it provides a lightweight
XML-based script language to describe and manage adaptation policies.
Adaptation
Policy

Application

component

component

Architecture
Reconfiguration

component

Parameter
Tuning

Adaptation execution layer
Adaptation
Policy Parser
Measurement
tool selection

Adaptation
Decision
Awareness
Manager

Adaptation decision layer

Awareness management layer

Query Notification
Interfaces Interfaces

MassWare

Awareness measurement layer
Network
Device
User
Application Environment
Awareness Awareness Preferences Awareness Awareness

Operating System and Network Substrate
Figure 3.1: System architecture of MassWare-MANET.
MassWare is located between the upper application layer and the lower operating system and network layer to monitor contexts and support application
adaptations. It is peer-to-peer middleware with one middleware agent per application in each host. MassWare consists of four major function layers as depicted
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in Fig. 3.1:
• The awareness measurement layer consists of individual measurement tools,
which may measure context-awareness information about networks, devices,
end-user preferences, application internal states, and physical environments.
• The awareness management layer hosts an awareness manager that communicates with the measurement layer through notiﬁcation and query interfaces.
It organizes and evaluates measured contexts based on event trees (called
detectors) built on a hierarchical event notiﬁcation model.
• The adaptation decision layer has a script parser and a decision engine. The
script parser parses the adaptation policy script ﬁle deﬁned by application
developers based on a declarative language in an XML format. The decision
engine takes the adaptation policy ﬁle as input, creates the awareness manager and a reconﬁgurator in the adaptation execution layer, and subscribes
the actuators in the reconﬁgurator to the detectors in the awareness manager
according to the adaptation policies. This allows the actuator to be triggered
by context changes for reconﬁguration according to the policies.
• The adaptation execution layer contains a reconﬁgurator to execute the behavior changes of functional and nonfunctional components. In this dissertation, we focus on the functional reconﬁguration for improving the performance of DRE systems, which includes the component chain reconﬁguration
and component parameter tuning. Between the middleware and application,
there is another layer called the operation layer, in which various services
are oﬀered by software components. MassWare supports application-speciﬁc
components and standard third-party components based on its reﬂection
model.
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Because MassWare-MANET aims at improving the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of
DRE systems, the thesis focuses on stateless applications and the reconﬁguration of
application-layer functional components. The proposed synchronization protocol
can be combined with state-machine and model-based reconﬁguration techniques
to support the reconﬁguration of stateful applications [65]. We also leave the reconﬁguration of middleware-layer nonfunctional components, e.g. the concurrency,
security, etc. for future work, which can potentially be supported by MassWare.
In summary, MassWare is responsible for monitoring situational contexts that
trigger adaptations, deciding when, where, and how to adapt application behaviors,
and for executing the adaptation policies speciﬁed by application developers at
runtime.

3.2

MassWare Reﬂective Model

MassWare supports both component-level and system-level reﬂection. The componentlevel reﬂection deals with the content and behavior of a given component via an
interface metamodel, which provides a way to discover and access the interfaces
of a software component. Thus, reﬂective components can be supported by MassWare to incorporate new techniques and services and deal with the upgrade and
extension of DRE systems. The system-level reﬂection deals with the structure
of the component connections via an architecture metamodel, which enables the
discovery and operation of the current active component chain. The system-level
reﬂection allows MassWare to examine its internal states at runtime and dynamically reconﬁgure the application architecture to enhance its adaptability.
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3.2.1

Components and Component-level Reﬂection

A MassWare component is a function-independent reﬂective element that provides
an interface metaobject. This interface metaobject enables a component to read its
own metadata, extract the metadata from the component (called reiﬁcation), and
use that metadata to either inform the component user or modify the component’s
behavior (called absorption). By using the interface metamodel and componentlevel reﬂection, MassWare can examine the types in a standard component, create
new types at runtime, instantiate the types, and dynamically invoke properties
and methods on the instantiated objects (called late binding).
<MassTools>
<component cid=“3001”>
<name> Awaretools.AvailableBW </name>
<alias> AVI_BW </alias>
<param pid="001">
<name> packetSize </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 64 </value>
</param>
<param pid="002">
<name> packetNum </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 2 </value>
</param>
<param pid="003">
<name> Interval </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 300 </value>
</param>
<interface iid=“001”> ... </interface>
...
</component>
...
</MassTools>

<Masslets>
<component cid="2002">
<addr> D:\Masslets\JPEG.dll </addr>
<name> Masslets.Compress.JPEG </name>
<ctype> Masslet </ctype>
<alias> COMPRESS </alias>
<param pid="001">
<name> SetCompressQuality </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 50 </value>
</param>
<interface iid=“001”>
<name> PtrDataInput </name>
<itype> Input </name>
<Message> PDIBEventArgs </Message>
</interface>
<interface iid=“002”>
<name> DataOutput </name>
<itype> Output </name>
<Message> JPEGEventArgs </Message>
</interface>
</component>
...
</Masslets>

Figure 3.2: The component declaration in MassWare-MANET.
To incorporate a new software component in MassWare, users need to describe
the types, interfaces, and other attributes of the component in a system script
ﬁle using the deﬁned IDL (Interface Description Language), as shown in Fig. 3.2.
There are three methods to identify a MassWare component: 1) the exclusive
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component name for a registered system component, 2) the complete address for
a local component, or 3) the desired attributes for a registered component in
the component manager. The component type is declared in the ctype part and
the alias is the name of the component used in the adaptation policy part of
the script. The component can be speciﬁed by setting its parameters, which can
also be reconﬁgured at runtime according to adaptation rules. It also provides
some interfaces. The input and output interfaces can be bound together through
connectors if they support compatible event messages and their connections can
also be reconﬁgured at runtime.
There are two types of MassWare components: reconﬁgurable functional components (namely masslets) and extensible context-awareness components (namely
masstools).
Masslets are the basic functional units to construct DRE systems. Each masslet
provides output and input interfaces for component assembly and communication
based on the publish/subscribe model [66]. An output interface of a masslet can
be subscribed by message-compatible input interfaces of other masslets and can
publish messages to them through connectors.
Masstools, which measure and predict real-time context changes in MassWare,
are realized as reﬂective components to facilitate the reuse and extension of existing measurement tools. Masstools act as the lowest event sources that can be
subscribed by higher level event nodes and organized in a hierarchical way to build
detectors. There is a special type of masstool, called the function component,
which supports user-deﬁned functions to pre-process the results of measurement
tools, e.g. getting the average value of the bandwidth in the last 5 minutes. A
function component can subscribe to masstools and process their raw data as input
parameters through interfaces.
To better maintain and update MassWare components, we have proposed a
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distributed service module, called the component manager, which accepts component registration and provides the components runtime environments. A registered
component can be identiﬁed by MassWare through its attribute name and value
pairs. The major functions of the component manager include component evaluation, which is used to discover and utilize components not considered when
the systems were designed [48], component migration, which is used to migrate
required components from peer agents when the components are not available locally [67], and virtual connection, which is used to process high workload tasks in a
resource-limited device by connecting to a physical component hosted in a powerful server [68]. However, since these functionalities are not related with the major
contribution of this research, which is to improve the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of
CARM, their implementation details will not be discussed in the dissertation.

3.2.2

Reconﬁgurator and System-level Reﬂection

The MassWare reconﬁgurator contains multiple actuators and provides interfaces
to manipulate the actuators so that the application behaviors can be reconﬁgured.
The actuators are designed as reﬂective components to support MassWare systemlevel reﬂection. Each actuator (see Fig. 3.3a) contains a component chain for
processing application data, a type library for browsing the component types, and
a meta-interface exempliﬁed by Fig. 3.3b in C#. The meta-interface provides the
access to its underlying meta-information and internal states (reiﬁcation), such as
the structure of component connections, the actuator status (active/inactive), etc.
By accessing the meta-interface, the reconﬁgurator can change the actuator’s metainformation that leads to a change of the actuator implementation (absorption),
including the structure modiﬁcation of component connections and component
parameter modiﬁcations.
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interface IMetaActuator
{
componentList get_components();
connectionList get_connections();
bool set_components(componentList compList);
bool set_connections(connectionList connList);
bool add_component(CMarchletObj marchlet);
bool remove_component(string marchlet);
bool connect_all_components();
bool disconnect_all_components();
bool connect_components(string senderObj, string senderInterf,
string receiverObj, string receiverInterf);
bool disconnect_components(string senderObj, string senderInterf,
string receiverObj, string receiverInterf);
Meta
Interface
Comm.
Interfaces

Object get_component_parameter(string comp, string param);
bool set_component_parameter(string comp, string param, Object value);

Component chain
or graph

EnumActuatorStatus get_active_status();
bool activate();
bool deactivate();
……

Other
Interfaces

The actuator
component

Type library

}

(a) Actuator architecture

(b) Actuator meta-interface

Figure 3.3: MassWare actuator architecture and meta-interface.

3.3

Awareness Measurement Layer

To support adaptation, DRE systems need to be aware of their running contexts.
In this dissertation, awareness is deﬁned as the contextual information of DRE
systems. Most existing context-aware middleware frameworks have the functionality to detect a certain context. Our eﬀorts in awareness measurement focus on
integrating existing tools that are publicly available and providing mechanisms for
application developers to specify and customize these tools in the XML format.

3.3.1

Measurement Tools

Measurement tools in MassWare are implemented as reﬂective components, which
can be declared in the script ﬁle, and then loaded and instantiated by MassWare to
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measure interested contexts. For example, the real-time QoS monitoring tool and
the Mobile Service Testing and Measurement Tool (MOSET) [69] can be declared
in the Masstools section of the script ﬁle, see Fig. 3.2, to measure applicationrelated QoS. Masstools can also be reconﬁgured to realize feedback control.
For awareness data that are unavailable from local measurement tools or beyond the middleware knowledge, like the remote information, the measurement
is separated into two steps based on an information manager (IM). Awareness
providers, like remote measurement tools and applications, send the awareness results to the IM. Masstools then retrieve the data from the IM through pull or push
methods. By pulling, Masstools explicitly query awareness data. By pushing, the
IM pushes data to subscribed masstools when pre-deﬁned conditions are satisﬁed.

3.3.2

Context-awareness Categorization

MassWare categorizes the context awareness data in ﬁve categories listed in Table
3.1. Among these ﬁve categories, network awareness has continuously stimulated
the interest in research and industry communities to provide reliable networkawareness measurement tools. Device awareness data, such as the CPU power,
display size, memory capacity, display refresh rate, and battery consumption, may
be measured through system APIs. User awareness can be collected in an explicit
or implicit technique. In an explicit approach, users can specify their preferences
through graphical user interfaces. In an implicit approach, measurement tools
identify users’ preferences by using machine learning agents. Physical sensors
measure awareness of the environment.
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Table 3.1: Categories of MassWare context-awareness
NetworkAwareness
DeviceAwareness
ApplicationAwareness
UserAwareness
EnvironmentAwareness

3.4

Network characteristics and its measurements
Capacity measurements of a particular device
Internal states of an application or application required QoS
User speciﬁed preferences for the quality of the service
Environmental measurements by wireless sensor networks

Awareness Management Layer

The awareness manager in the management layer aims to organize and evaluate
the contexts measured from the awareness measurement layer. In DRE systems,
data from multiple awareness categories may be needed for evaluating contexts.
For example, a DRE system involving video transmissions may rely on the information about both local hardware resource and network bandwidth to select a
proper compression strategy. The ﬁrst diﬃculty of managing awareness is that the
communication network among masstools cannot be ﬁxed in advance since it is
impossible to specify the masstools that are used by applications at middleware
design-time. Fortunately, this diﬃculty can be solved by the component-level reﬂection introduced in Section 3.2. With the reﬂection model, users only need to
specify the interfaces and parameters of masstools in a script ﬁle and the awareness manager will set up the communication network at run-time based on the
subscribe/notiﬁcation model.
The second diﬃculty is that the awareness manager should get suﬃcient information for accurate adaptation with as few messages as possible to ﬁt the limited
resource of DRE systems. To solve this diﬃculty, a binary tree based hierarchical
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Figure 3.4: The event notiﬁcation model.
event notiﬁcation model (see Fig. 3.4) is proposed for conditional subscriptions. This allows context events to be organized and integrated in a tree structure
to construct a detector that only monitors and evaluates required contexts and
triggers reconﬁgurations at runtime when its conditions are satisﬁed.
Each node in the event tree contains a conditioner, a left hand side (LHS ), and
a right hand side (RHS ). There are two types of conditioners: the compare conditioner and the Boolean conditioner perform comparison and Boolean operations
on the LHS and the RHS. The LHS and the RHS can subscribe to the conditioner
of a lower-layer event node or an event source. The event source can be a constant
value, single context awareness, or an awareness expression. The expression is also
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built on a binary tree structure, in which each node has an operator, a LHS, and
a RHS. Therefore, all the contexts are organized in a hierarchical way to form a
detector. An upper-layer event node or an actuator can subscribe to a lower-layer
node as a listener, and only be notiﬁed when the conditions of the lower-layer
node are satisﬁed. This structure minimizes the message exchanges in complex
detectors.
To improve the eﬃciency of detectors, the hierarchical event tree is constructed
based on the Modiﬁed Directed Acyclic Graph (MDAG). That is, before creating
a new event node, it checks whether an identical node or an inverse node already
exists. Event node a is deﬁned as the inverse node of b if a and b have the same
event source and comparison value, but inverse comparison operators. For example,
the inverse event of min(AV I CP U, 10) < 1.0 is min(AV I CP U, 10) ≥ 1.0.
To use the event model to identify interested contexts, DRE system developers
or end users declare corresponding detectors in a script ﬁle. The example shown in
Fig. 3.5a means when the average bandwidth during the last 5 seconds is greater
than 10Mbps and less than 20Mbps, the detector notiﬁes its subscribed actuators.
To facilitate the conﬁguration of the detector script, the MassWare Generator, a
tool with Graphic User Interface (GUI), has been developed to transfer a detector
deﬁned in the advanced language (Fig. 3.5b) to a XML script (Fig. 3.5a) according
to the operator mapping (Fig. 3.5c). More details about the MassWare Generator
will be discussed in the Section 3.5.

3.5

Adaptation Decision Layer

The adaptation decision layer contains a decision engine and a script parser. The
decision engine takes the script ﬁle as input, creates the awareness manager in the
awareness management layer and the reconﬁgurator in the adaptation execution
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<detector>
<event>
<otype> And </otype>
<lhs>
<event>
<otype> GT </otype>
<lhs>
<expr> Ave(AVI_BW, 5) </expr>
</lhs>
<rhs>
<expr> 10 </expr>
</rhs>
</event>
</lhs>
<rhs>
<event>
<otype> LT </otype>
<lhs>
<expr> Ave(AVI_BW, 5) </expr>
</lhs>
<rhs>
<expr> 20 </expr>
</rhs>
</event>
</rhs>
</event>
<detector>

(a) The detector declaration

Script
Operator

Development
Operator

GT

>

GE
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<
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(b) The mapping table

Ave(AVI_BW, 5)>10 && Ave(AVI_BW, 5)<20
(c) The detector usage in user development tool

Figure 3.5: A detector example.
layer, and subscribes the actuators in the reconﬁgurator to the detectors in the
awareness manager according to the adaptation policies. This allows the actuator
to be triggered by changing contexts for reconﬁguration according to user-deﬁned
policies.
The script parser parses the application script ﬁle, which customizes the application conﬁguration and adaptation policies based on a declarative language in
the XML format. In particular, the script ﬁle can be divided into a declaration
part and an adaptation-rule part (as shown in Fig. 3.6). The declaration part
declares all components (masslets and masstools as shown in Fig. 3.2) used in
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<Marchlets> ... </Marchlets>
<MarchTools> ... </MarchTools>
<Rules>
<rule>
<detector>

...

<detector>

<Actuator type=“proactive” sync=“Async”>
<SetParam>
COMPRESS.CompressQuality = 70;
</SetParam>
<SetArch>
GRAB.PtrOutput -> COMPRESS.PtrInput;
COMPRESS.StreamOutput -> SEND;
Grab.Start;
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
<Actuator type=“reactive” sync=“Async”>
<SetArch>
RECEIVE -> DECOMPRESS.StreamInput;
DECOMPRESS.StreamOutput -> DISPLAY.Input;
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
</rule>
...
</Rules>

Figure 3.6: An XML script ﬁle example.
a local program and the middleware agent. According to the declaration, MassWare loads and instantiates the components through the reﬂection model. The
adaptation-rule part contains adaptation policies and each policy can be further
separated into a detector, a proactive actuator, and an optional reactive actuator. A detector section can be parsed by the event interpreter to build a detector
(as shown in Fig. 3.5) that monitors contexts and accepts the subscription of
the proactive actuator declared in the proactive actuator section. The proactive
actuator contains the system architecture information that is used to update the
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actuator internal states by the reconﬁgurator when it performs reconﬁguration
actions. Therefore, the system behaviors dynamically adapt to context changes
through the system-level and component-level reﬂection (respectively, architecture
reconﬁguration and parameter tuning). The reactive actuator section describes the
meta-information of an actuator in peer agents that processes the received data
from the proactive actuator, so that the behaviors of the proactive and reactive
actuators can be synchronized in distributed systems. The script example in Fig.
3.6 shows that the proactive actuator in the sender agent of a video transmission
application contains three components: GRAB, COMPRESS, and SEND, which
are connected in a sequence. The reactive actuator described in the same policy
contains the meta-information of three components as well: RECEIVE, DECOMPRESS, and DISPLAY. The receiver agent constructs the reactive actuator based
on the meta-information received through the synchronization process.

(a) Component declaration

(b) Adaptation policies

Figure 3.7: The MassWare script ﬁle development tool.
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The MassWare Generator can facilitate users’ generation of script ﬁles. As
shown in Fig. 3.7, the GUI tool enables users to manipulate both the component
and policy conﬁguration and runtime reconﬁguration interactively. Furthermore,
the tool supports the advanced language for describing event detectors and the
re-sync function that can re-synchronize the local agent with peer agents when
adaptation policies are modiﬁed at run-time.

3.6

Adaptation Execution Layer

The reconﬁguration process of DRE systems consists of two steps: local behavior
changes triggered by context changes and distributed behavior synchronization to
synchronize local behaviors with the changed behaviors of other programs.

3.6.1

Local Behavior Reconﬁguration

For traditional reﬂective middleware, there is only one component chain (or functional path) in each program. The reconﬁguration process is to modify the chain
structure. For the video transmission example, the original chain of the sender
agent contains two components: GRAB and SEND, as shown in Fig. 1.2a. If
the chain is reconﬁgured to contain three components: GRAB, COMPRESS, and
SEND for adaptation, the reconﬁguration process of the sender agent has the following steps:
• The sender agent stops its application workﬂow and stores component states
into parameter lists;
• The sender agent clears buﬀered data that are not processed or transmitted
to distributed peer agents;
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• The sender agent disconnects the GRAB and SEND components and reconnects the GRAB, COMPRESS, and SEND components in sequence;
• The sender agent communicates with peer collaborative agents to synchronize
the modiﬁed structure with them;
• Peer agents take the same steps: stop current workﬂow, clear buﬀered data
received from the sender agent for old structure, and adjust component chains
by disconnecting RECEIVE and DISPLAY components and reconnecting
RECEIVE, DECOMPRESS, and DISPLAY components;
• The sender agent restores the states of the new component chain and restarts
the application workﬂow.
The above reconﬁguration process is synchronous and repetitive for each reconﬁguration process. It is ineﬃcient because the sender agent has to be suspended
until all peer agents ﬁnish their corresponding reconﬁguration, and all buﬀered
data for previous structure are cleared.
By contrast, MassWare supports multiple component chains as shown in Fig.
1.2b. Each component chain is located in an actuator that is subscribed to an
event detector (see Fig. 3.8). When contexts change and trigger a new detector,
the detector will notify the decision engine for the reconﬁguration by switching
active and inactive actuators. There is one and only one active actuator that
processes application data. For the above example, there are two chains in the
sender agent: the active chain i contains two components: GRAB and SEND and
the inactive chain j contains three components: GRAB, COMPRESS, and SEND.
The reconﬁguration of the sender agent has the following steps:
• The sender agent deactivates the current active actuator that contains chain
i by suspending its workﬂow, storing run-time states, and disconnecting its
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Figure 3.8: The MassWare reconﬁgurator.
components;
• It activates the target actuator containing chain j by connecting its components, restoring states, and resuming its workﬂow.
To reduce resource consumption, an actuator only maintains a chain of references, which point to masslet instances, and a customized parameter list for
each reference to store component runtime states. The proposed reconﬁguration
process is asynchronous and eﬃcient because it does not require peer agents to
synchronously reconﬁgure their structure and no buﬀered data need to be cleared.
The peer agents only synchronize their architecture on demand when their received
data cannot be processed by existing reactive actuators.
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Figure 3.9: The synchronization process.

3.6.2

Distributed Behavior Synchronization

Based on the multiple-chain based architecture, an active-message based synchronization protocol is designed to coordinate reconﬁgured behaviors in an asynchronous way. The idea of the proposed asynchronous protocol is that each middleware agent constructs the reactive actuators for all peer agents when the middleware starts up, and activates one of them to process received application layer
packets according to the active message header attached in the packets. This
initialization has the following steps, as shown in Fig. 3.9.
• When the middleware starts up, proactive actuators of each agent are built
based on the user-deﬁned script ﬁle. Each proactive actuator is also associated with a middleware-assigned unique index and the meta-information of
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an optional reactive actuator.
• The middleware agent sends a synchronization request packet to peer agents,
which contains the indices of proactive actuators and the meta-information
of reactive actuators.
• After receiving the synchronization request packet, the peer agent constructs
the reactive actuators according to the meta-information, each of which is
associated with a unique index. (The agent will notify the component manager for component migration or virtual connection if the required components
can not be identiﬁed locally.)
• The receiver or the peer agent replies to the sender with a synchronization
response packet that contains a set of index pairs, each of which contains an
index of the proactive actuator and the index of the reactive actuator.
• The sender agent replaces the meta-information of each reactive actuator
with its corresponding index received from the synchronization response
packet.
The above-mentioned initialization is a one-time process. The middleware agent will then append the index of the reactive actuator, corresponding to the
current active actuator, to the payload of each data packet as an active message
header. The peer agent receiving the data packet activates the reactive actuator
indexed by the received index to process the data packet correctly.
The active message based asynchronous synchronization protocol has four advantages: low overhead, short delay, high eﬃciency, and greater robustness. In
general, only the index of the reactive actuator needs to be stored in the active
message header for each data packet. By using the asynchronous method, the
system does not need to pause in the synchronization process, which dramatically
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reduces the reconﬁguration time. Furthermore, based on the information in the
active message header, a peer agent can always process the received packets by
choosing the correct reactive actuator and then no suspension for buﬀered data is
needed, which makes the reconﬁguration by our middleware eﬃcient. Moreover,
once the reactive actuators are constructed in the system initialization phase, the
local agent reconﬁguration does not require the availability of other agents and
thus it is not aﬀected by the network condition or the capacity of other agents.
Therefore the robustness of the application is improved and the communication
overhead is reduced.

3.6.3

Correctness of MassWare Synchronization

In MassWare, every received packet needs to be processed correctly by the agent
to choose the indexed reactive actuator, and the application workﬂow should not
be aﬀected or interrupted by middleware errors. To prove the correctness of the
proposed synchronization protocol, we assume that:
• all errors are detected as errors;
• a synchronization process may fail due to network errors, but it succeeds
with at least some probability p > 0; and
• both sender agents and peer receiver agents may fail during the data transmission.
We split the proof into two parts: safety and liveness. Safety is deﬁned as the
fact that a protocol never produces an incorrect result, which in this case means a
received packet can always be properly processed. Liveness is deﬁned as the fact
that an algorithm can continue forever to produce results, which in this case means
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the capability to continue forever to send new packets at sender agents and accept
them at receiver agents.
MassWare uses re-transmission(s) for the synchronization process to handle
network errors. If the number of synchronization failures from a sender agent to a
peer agent is larger than a threshold, the peer agent is removed from the sender’s
receiver list. A new agent can request to join the sender’s receiver list by sending
a node join message to initialize the synchronization or leave the sender’s receiver
list by sending a node leave message to remove corresponding indices from the
sender. After synchronization, every proactive actuator of the sender agent has
an index (active message header) for each reactive actuator of every peer agent.
To prove that a receiver agent can always process a received packet correctly, we
consider the following three cases.
• The receiver agent can recognize the index in the received active message
header of the packet and the index is correct. This case represents the normal
situation. The peer agents can invoke the reactive actuator pointed by the
index to process the packet payload.
• The receiver agent cannot recognize the index in the received active message header due to errors. This case happens when the receiver agent stops
unexpectedly and does not notify the sender to remove it from its receiver
list. The receiver can continue to receive packets from the sender after it is
reloaded, but all the indices in the packets cannot be recognized as its local
reactive actuators have been cleared. In this case, the receiver agent sends a
re-synchronization message to the packet sender to initialize a synchronization process. Every received data packet can then be processed correctly
without deletion.
• For the completeness of discussion we consider the third case that will not
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happen: the receiver agent may recognize the index, but the index is incorrect and points to a wrong reactive actuator that cannot process the packet
payload correctly. This case could be a concern if one would assume the following situation: both sender agent a and sender agent b communicated with
the same receiver agent c and later c stopped unexpectedly while it might
still be in the receiver lists of a and b; when c restarted and only synchronized with a, it constructed a reactive actuator for a, which might be used to
process packets received from b if the reactive actuator for a shared the same
index with the reactive actuator previously constructed for b. However, such
assumed situation will not happen due to the way the index is created. In
fact, the index of a reactive actuator is generated by the receiver agent based
on the IP address of the synchronization requester and the hash value of the
actuator meta-information. When both sender agents a and b are located
at the same host and two diﬀerent actuators from a and b have the same
hash value, we will add an UID, which is unique for every application with
respect to the host, in the active message header to ensure that each reactive
actuator has a unique index. Therefore, a recognized index must point to a
correct reactive actuator.
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that a MassWare agent can
always process received packets correctly, which proves the safety of MassWare.
Once the synchronization process is completed, a sender agent only needs local
information for reconﬁgurations. It can then continue to process application data
forever during its life time. Thus the liveness of MassWare is proved as we have
concluded that a peer agent can always process received packets correctly.
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3.6.4

Policy Modiﬁcation at Runtime

The target users of MassWare are DRE system developers. However, end-user
requirements must also be considered in customizing the middleware behavior as
it is diﬃcult to predict all desired adaptation policies in advance. The MassWare
Generator provides end-users with the GUI (shown in Fig. 3.9), through which
their preferences can be captured by MassWare to modify the policies at runtime.
MassWare supports a re-synchronization method for the runtime policy modiﬁcation, in which the agent suspends its operations, clears data buﬀer, re-synchronizes
the modiﬁed policies with peer agents, and resumes its operations.

3.7

MassWare Application Development

MassWare oﬀers an eﬀective approach to build adaptive DRE systems. To develop
a new system or migrate an existing system from another middleware framework
to MassWare, developers need to provide required components, an XML-based
script ﬁle, and an optional GUI program for UI systems. The ﬁrst step is to create
MassWare components or migrate existing components to the MassWare platform. MassWare component model currently supports COM components and .NET
assemblies. To support other types of components, special component wrappers
need to be developed, which will be part of the component manager functionalities
in future work.
The second step is to develop a script ﬁle that declares all required components, including functional components (marchlets) and measurement tool components (marchtools), and adaptation rules using the XML language. The details of
the script ﬁle structure are presented in Section 3.5 and a full example is decomposed into Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.5, and Fig. 3.6 for component declaration, detector
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declaration, and policy declaration separately.
There are two diﬀerent methods to instantiate and invoke MassWare agents for
constructing UI-based and service-based DRE applications. An UI application can
create and invoke a MassWare instance in their UI program through MassWare
interfaces. Some example UI applications using MassWare have been published on
our website [70]. A service application without a UI program can be constructed
implicitly through the script development tool. After a script ﬁle is composed, the
application can then be started, paused or stopped through the ”Action” menu of
the script development tool.
MassWare is reﬂective middleware and provides a set of reiﬁcation interfaces
to present its internals to applications. The internals include component-chain
structure, component states, reconﬁguration events, and context information etc.,
which can be used for application debugging and validation. The applications
also have the ability to reconﬁgure the internals through the absorption interfaces
provided by MassWare so that application users can manually manipulate the
application behaviors.
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4.1

System Architecture of MassWare

MassWare-WSN (also called MassWare in this chapter) is located between the
lower hardware/operating-system layer and the upper application layer to monitor
contextual information and support application adaptation. It is client/serverbased middleware: the sensor nodes run in the client mode and the base station
runs in the server mode. To reduce communication overhead, there is one middleware agent in each sensor node. Because of limited resources of sensor nodes,
MassWare has to be lightweight and eﬃcient to be implemented in the senor nodes,
while ﬂexible and adaptable enough to support generic adaptive WSN applications.
For these considerations, MassWare is designed in a layered architecture, as shown
in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: System architecture of MassWare-WSN.
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A MassWare agent can be separated into a core layer and an operation layer. The operation layer contains all MassWare components that can be shared by
diﬀerent applications. There are two types of components, similar to MassWareMANET, in the operation layer: functional components (called masslets) for data
processing and communication, and measurement-tool components (called masstools) for measuring and evaluating situational contexts.
The core layer is the part that should be pre-installed to every sensor node. It
consists of three function modules, which form the MassWare reﬂective framework
for monitoring contexts and reconﬁguring applications.
• The awareness manager contains a set of detectors that detect contextawareness information about networks, devices, and environments, e.g. node
density, remaining battery, etc. A detector refers to a list of masstools provided in the operation layer. In a detector, use of its referred masstools
is organized in a hierarchical event notiﬁcation model. The details of the
awareness manager are presented in Section 4.3.
• The decision engine is a special MassWare component that is automatically generated based on adaptation policies. An adaption policy is deﬁned
by application developers or end users in a script ﬁle in XML syntax. The
decision engine can create detectors in the awareness manager and actuators
in the reconfigurator and subscribe the actuators to the detectors. Therefore
the actuators can be triggered by detectors to reconﬁgure application behavior according to the policies. More information about the decision engine is
presented in Section 4.4.
• The reconﬁgurator contains a set of actuators that can perform reconﬁguration actions. An actuator refers to a list of masslets that form a functional
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path or component chain to process application-layer sensor data. There is
one and only one actuator active at any time, and only the active actuator processes the data. Various actuators can be activated and deactivated
by detectors to adapt to the context. The details of the reconﬁgurator are
presented in Section 4.5.
To develop a sensor application based on MassWare, developers need to provide
an XML-based adaptation script ﬁle besides required components (masslets and
masstools). The script ﬁle uses exactly the same format with a MassWare-MANET
script ﬁle that describes the required components and adaptation policies. Each
policy speciﬁes the meta-information of a detector, a proactive actuator, and a
reactive actuator. The meta-information of the detector and the proactive actuator
is used to construct a detector and an actuator. The meta-information of the
reactive actuator will be sent to the base station for synchronization, so that the
base station can correctly process the received data when the behavior of a remote
sensor node is reconﬁgured. After the adaptation script ﬁle is developed, it will
be compiled into a decision engine by the MassWare compiler. The MassWare
compiler generates SOS-supported binary modules.
In summary, a MassWare application consists of three types of components:
masslets, masstools, and the decision engine. When the decision engine component
is loaded, it builds detectors and actuators based on a user-provided script ﬁle,
subscribes the actuators to corresponding detectors that are described in the same
policy, and sends the meta-information of reactive actuators to the base station
for synchronization. When contexts trigger an event a detector monitors, the
subscribed actuator will be activated to perform the reconﬁguration action.
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4.2

MassWare Reﬂective Model

MassWare provides both component-level and system-level reﬂections. The componentlevel reﬂection deals with the content and behavior of a given component via an
interface metamodel. The interface metamodel provides discovery of and access
to the set of provided and required interfaces of the component. Based on the
component-level reﬂection, MassWare supports generic software components for
sensor nodes in a cost-eﬃcient manner. It is easily upgradeable to incorporate new
components in its operation layer and meet the rapid progress of new algorithms
and standards for WSN applications. The system-level reﬂection deals with the
structure and graph of the component connections via an architecture metamodel. The architecture metamodel provides discovery and operation to the current
active actuator. The system-level reﬂection enables MassWare to expose the internal states of sensor nodes to end users and allows them to change the adaptation
policies at runtime by injecting a new decision engine component to the network.

4.2.1

MassWare Components

A MassWare component is a function-independent reﬂective element that provides
some interfaces by which a component can communicate with others, retrieve its
internal states (called reiﬁcation), and changes the states at runtime (called absorption). By using the interfaces and the component-level reﬂection, MassWare
can dynamically connect masslets and masstools to build actuators and detectors
(called late binding) and change application architectures at runtime.
A MassWare component can be viewed as an SOS module with a set of MassWare interfaces. To develop a MassWare component, developers need to specify
these interfaces in the source code. Two new keywords - massware and interface -
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massware interface MSG_OUTPUT
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+116
InterfType iType = Communication
ActionType aType = Output
MsgType mType = MassWareOutputMsg
}

<component cid="2001">
<name> BLINK_RED_COMP </name>
<comId> APP_MOD_MIN_PID + 44 </comId>
<alias> LSWT </alias>
<interface type=“Parameter”>
<name> MSG_SET_FREQ </name>
<interfId> MOD_MSG_START + 102 </interfId>
<actionType> Set </actionType>
<valueType> Integer </valueType>
</interface>
<interface type=“Communication”>
<name> MSG_OUTPUT </name>
<interfId> MOD_MSG_START + 116 </interfId>
<actionType> Output </actionType>
<msgType> MassWareOutputMsg </msgType>
</interface>
...
</component>

(a) Component interfaces

(b) Component metafile

massware interface MSG_SET_FREQ
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+102
InterfType iType = Parameter
ActionType aType = Set
ValueType vType = uint8
}

Figure 4.2: A MassWare-WSN component example.
have been created to deﬁne MassWare interfaces. An interface describes the interface name, the interface ID, the interface type, and the value type for a parameter
interface or the message type for a communication interface. Fig. 4.2a presents
the interfaces of the BLINK RED COMP component that controls the red LED
of a sensor node. MassWare interfaces have two functions. First, the interfaces are
used to reconﬁgure component behavior and connections at runtime. For example, the blink frequency of the BLINK RED COMP component can be changed
at runtime through the MSG SET FREQ parameter interface and the component
connections to other components can be reconﬁgured through the MSG OUTPUT
communication interface. Second, a MassWare component with interfaces will be
compiled by a designed Component Compiler to create an SOS-supported binary module and a human-readable ﬁle (meta-ﬁle), which contains the component
meta-information. For example, through the meta-ﬁle of the BLINK RED COMP
as shown in Fig. 4.2b, we can get the name, ID, alias, and the parameter interfaces and communication interfaces of the component. With the meta-ﬁle, generic
sensor services can be implemented as standard MassWare components, which can
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be easily shared and reused by WSN applications. The component ID (comID) is
a hash value calculated by the compiler based on the component checksum. Thus,
diﬀerent components can be identiﬁed by the decision engine according to their
IDs.
<DecisionEngine xmlns:xsi=...>
<MassTools>
<component cid="1001“> ... </component>
...
</MassTools>

<policy pid="001">
<detector did="001">
<event>
<otype> AND </otype>
<lhs> <event>
<otype> GT </otype>
<Masslets>
<lhs><expr>NEIGHBER.NUMBER</expr></lhs>
<rhs><expr> 1 </expr></rhs>
<component cid="2001">
<name> BLINK_RED_COMP </name>
</event> </lhs>
<comId> APP_MOD_MIN_PID + 44 </comId>
<rhs> <event>
<alias> BLINKR </alias>
<otype> LT </otype>
<interface type=“Parameter">
<lhs><expr>POWER.REMAINING</expr></lhs>
<name> MSG_SET_FREQ </name>
<rhs><expr> 5 </expr></rhs>
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 102</interfId>
</event> </rhs>
</event>
<value> 3072 </value>
</interface>
</detector>
<interface type=“Communication">
<Actuator aid="001">
<name> MSG_START </name>
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 100</interfId>
<atype> ProActive </atype>
<actiontype> Start </actiontype>
<SetParam>
BLINKR.MSG_SET_FREQ = 5*1024;
</interface>
</SetParam>
<interface type=“Communication">
<name> MSG_OUTPUT </name>
<SetArch>
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 116</interfId>
BLINKR.MSG_OUTPUT -> BLINKG.MSG_INPUT;
<actiontype> Output </actiontype>
BLINKG.MSG_OUTPUT -> BLINKY.MSG_INPUT;
</interface>
BLINKY.MSG_OUTPUT -> BASE_STATION
</component>
BLINKR.MSG_START
...
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
</Masslets>
<Actuator aid="101">
<atype> ReActive </atype>
<AdaptationPolicies>
<SetArch>
<policy pid="001">
...
PACKET_RECEIVE -> BLINKY.MSG_INPUT;
</policy>
BLINKY.MSG_OUTPUT -> BLINKG.MSG_INPUT;
...
BLINKG.MSG_OUTPUT -> BLINKR.MSG_INPUT;
</AdaptationPolicies>
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
</DecisionEngine>
</policy>

Figure 4.3: A MassWare-WSN script ﬁle example.
To incorporate a new reﬂective component in MassWare, users need to describe
the component meta-information, which is generated by the Component Compiler,
in the XML Script ﬁle, as shown in the component section of Fig. 4.3. A MassWare
component can be identiﬁed based on its component ID and speciﬁed by setting
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its parameters, which can also be reconﬁgured at runtime according to adaptation
policies. Components can be connected through input and output interfaces that
support compatible message types to construct an application. The connections
can also be reconﬁgured to change the application architecture at runtime through
the late binding.
There are two types of MassWare components: reconﬁgurable functional components (masslets) and measurement tool components (masstools). Masslets are
the basic functional units to construct programs in sensor nodes. MassWare supports the publish/subscribe model for communication - the output interface of a
masslet can be subscribed by message-compatible input interfaces of other masslets
and publish messages to them.
Masstools measure and predict real-time context awareness, like node density,
remaining power, and connectivity etc., so that sensor applications can adapt to
changing contexts. They are implemented as reﬂective components to facilitate
the reuse and extension of existing measurement tools. Masstools are the lowest
event sources to build hierarchical event detectors.

4.2.2

MassWare Actuator

MassWare actuators are located in the decision engine component and constructed
based on the actuator section of each adaptation policy, as shown in the actuator
section of Fig. 4.3. It consists of a set of masslets, a parameter lists, and a
component graph. Every actuator is subscribed to a detector and will be activated
when the conditions of the detector are satisﬁed by changing contexts. MassWare
indexes all its actuators and synchronize with the base station in its initialization
phase by sending the indices and the meta-information of the actuators. After
synchronization, each packet processed by a local actuator takes the actuator index
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as an active message header. Since only active actuator can process application
data, users then know the current active actuator and its architecture of component
connections base on the received active message header (called reiﬁcation). The
architecture can be changed for adaptation by actuators through the conﬁguration
of component connections (called absorption). The active message header is also
used to identify a correct actuator in the base station to process the received data
since the packets processed by diﬀerent actuators need to be treated diﬀerently.
For example, packets processed by a special compression algorithm in sensor nodes
need to be decompressed by a corresponding decompression algorithm in the base
station. By examining the sensor node status, users can also change the adaptation
policies at runtime by injecting a new decision engine component to the network.

4.3

MassWare Awareness Management

To support adaptation, MassWare needs to be aware of its running contexts. In
this dissertation, awareness is deﬁned as the contextual information of WSN applications [53]. By using masstools, developers can integrate existing measurement
tools that are publicly available and customize these tools in the script ﬁle. The
awareness management aims to organize and evaluate the contexts measured from
masstools by creating detectors. The diﬃculty is to measure information with
little overhead and not stretch the limited resources of sensor nodes. In complex
WSN applications, contexts from multiple masstools may be needed for context
evaluations. For example, a sensor node may rely on the information of both node
density and its remaining power to decide its sampling rate. To solve this diﬃculty, we have designed two approaches. The ﬁrst approach uses a ﬂat structure, in
which all masstools are directly subscribed by the decision engine. The decision
engine gets notiﬁed when any measurement result of the masstools is changed. The
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detectors described in the XML script ﬁle are translated into expressions in the
decision engine, which takes responsibility for evaluating the adaptation rules. In
this way, the number of required messages is minimized, as all measurement results
are directly sent to the decision engine. On the other hand, the decision engine is
frequently interrupted and needs to perform an evaluation for every notiﬁcation.
Detectors described in the script ﬁle are also limited to the operators supported by
the C language because in SOS they are translated into C language expressions.
The second approach utilizes a binary-tree based hierarchical structure for conditional subscriptions [53]. Context events are organized in a tree structure to
construct detectors that monitor only required contexts with minimal evaluations,
and actuators can be subscribed directly to the detectors. In this way, the decision
engine does not need to evaluate rules and is only triggered to activate an actuator
when an adaptation rule is satisﬁed. Because every node in the event tree is a
masstool, this approach supports user-deﬁned operations implemented in speciﬁed
components.
Each node in the event tree is a MassWare component that contains a conditioner, a left hand side (LHS ), and a right hand side (RHS ) (see Fig. 3.4). There
are two types of conditioners: the compare conditioner and the Boolean conditioner
perform comparison and Boolean operations on the LHS and the RHS. The LHS
and the RHS can subscribe to the conditioner of a lower-layer event node or an
event source. The event source can be a constant value, single context awareness,
or an awareness expression. The expression is also built on a binary tree structure,
in which each node has an operator, a LHS, and a RHS. Therefore, all the contexts are organized in a hierarchical way to form a detector. An upper-layer event
node or an actuator can subscribe to a lower-layer node as a listener, and only be
notiﬁed when the conditions of the lower-layer node are satisﬁed. The detector in
Fig. 3.4 means ((X × 3 + Y ) > X)&&.... This structure minimizes the message
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exchanges in detectors.
To use the event model to identify interested contexts, developers or end users
declare corresponding detectors in a script ﬁle. The example shown in the detector
section of Fig. 4.3 means when the number of neighbors is larger than 1 and
remaining energy is less than 5mJ, the red LED blink rate is set to 5s. The
detector script is compiled by the MassWare compiler to create extra masstools for
intermediate operational nodes in the event tree. For the example in Fig. 4.3, there
are three operational masstools that are created for neighbor > 1, power < 5, and
LHS&&RHS. To improve the eﬃciency of sensors, the event tree is constructed
based on a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). That is, before creating a new event
node, it checks whether an identical node already exists. The tree structure is
compiled into the decision engine, which will connect all the masstools to build
detectors when it is loaded.

4.4

MassWare Compiler and Decision Engine

A major advantage of MassWare is that it facilitates the development of adaptive
WSN applications, which are comprised of masslets, masstools, and the decision
engine. Because masslets and masstools can be shared components from existing
or third-party applications based on MassWare component-level reﬂection, users
only need to provide an XML-based script ﬁle that is compiled by the MassWare
compiler to generate the decision engine component and probably some operational
masstools. Therefore, developers and users are not burdened by the details of
coding sensor programs and complex adaptation logic using NesC or C languages.
The script ﬁle is also easily customized by users to satisfy their preference and
application speciﬁcations.
MassWare supports the same script ﬁles as the ones in MassWare-Manet. A
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script ﬁle can be divided into a declaration part and an adaptation-rule part. The
declaration part declares all masslets and masstools - components used in a local
sensor program and the decision engine. Based on the declaration, the decision
engine can identify the masslets and masstools located in a sensor node and initialize the components with provided parameters. The adaptation-rule part contains
adaptation policies and each policy can be further separated into three sections:
a detector, a proactive actuator, and an optional reactive actuator. The detector
section is parsed by the compiler to create detectors: the result is either a context
evaluation expression in the ﬂat structure or operational masstools in the hierarchical structure. The proactive actuator section describes the meta-information of
local actuators, which adapt application behavior to the changing context through
the system-level and component-level reﬂections (respectively, architecture reconﬁguration and parameter tuning). The reactive actuator section describes the
meta-information of an actuator that can process the data from the proactive actuator of the same policy. The meta-information will be sent to the base station in
the initialization phase of the decision engine, and the reactive actuators are constructed in the base station according to the meta-information to process received
data from sensor nodes, so that the behaviors of the sensor nodes and the base station can be synchronized in distributed WSN applications. For example, the ﬁrst
policy shown in Fig. 4.3 means when a sensor node has one or more neighbors and
its remaining energy is more than 5mj, the three components, BlinkR, BlinkG, and
BlinkY, are connected in a chain and the BlinkR starts to blink the red LED with
a frequency of 5s when the application is booted, BlinkG and BlinkY blink green
and yellow LEDs each time they receive a message from their input components.
The base station then connects BlinkY, BlinkG, and BlinkR and blinks the LEDs
in a sequence when it receives a packet from the sensor node.
The decision engine, created by the MassWare compiler based on the script ﬁle,
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is the major component of MassWare and is the last component loaded into sensor
nodes. Once the decision engine is loaded, it executes the following setup steps:
• The decision engine sends a synchronization request packet, including the
meta-information and a unique index for every reactive actuator, to the base
station for synchronization in the callback function of the MSG INIT event,
which is the ﬁrst event the decision engine triggers. It then sets a timer to
wait for the base station to receive and process the packet.
• When the timeout event of the timer is triggered, the decision engine connects
all masstools to construct detectors, subscribes its actuators to the detectors,
and initializes all the components using their parameter interfaces. It then starts the components that have the ”START” interface to process application
data.
• When the decision engine receives a message from a masstool (for ﬂat structure) or a detector (for tree structure), it will either evaluate all adaptation
policies to activate the actuator with satisﬁed conditions or directly activate
the actuator subscribed to the detector. The new active actuator reconﬁgures
masslet connections and/or masslet status according to the policy
• If the base station receives a packet with an unknown active message header after synchronization, it sends back a re-synchronization message to the
packet sender, which will resend the synchronization request packet to the
base station.
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4.5

MassWare Eﬃcient Reconﬁguration

The reconﬁguration process of a MassWare-WSN application is similar to that of
a MassWare-MANET application, which consists of two steps: the local behavior
change of sensor nodes that is triggered actively by the changing context and the
distributed behavior synchronization of the base station that is triggered reactively
to process received packets. MassWare-WSN also adopts the asynchronous method
introduced in [53] to improve reconﬁguration eﬃciency.

4.5.1

Local Behavior Reconﬁguration

MassWare supports multiple component chains, each of which is located in an actuator. There is one and only one active actuator that processes application data.
For the above example, there are two chains in the sender agent: the active chain
i contains two components: SAMPLE and SEND and the inactive chain j contains three components: SAMPLE, COMPRESS, and SEND. The reconﬁguration
process of the sender agent then has the following steps (see Fig. 1.2b):
• The sender agent deactivates the current active actuator that contains chain
i by suspending its workﬂow, storing run-time states, and disconnecting its
components;
• It activates the target actuator containing chain j by connecting its components, restoring states, and resuming its workﬂow.
The proposed reconﬁguration process is asynchronous and eﬃcient since it does
not require the base station to synchronously reconﬁgure its structure and no
buﬀered data need to be cleared. The base station chooses diﬀerent reactive actuators to process data packets based on their active message header. The details of
the synchronization protocol will be detailed in the next section.
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4.5.2

Distributed Behavior Synchronization
Initial state of sender:
ProActuator1: indx: 1; ReActuator1
ProActuator2: indx: 2; ReActuator2
ProActuator3: indx: 3, ReActuator3
Synchronization request msg.
Integer
String
Index 1
ReActuator1 struct
Index 2
ReActuator2 struct
Index 3
ReActuator3 struct

Synchronization Synchronized state of receiver:
request
ReActuator1: node id + index 1;
ReActuator2: node id + index 2.
ReActuator3: node id + index 3.
One time initialization
Repetitive reconfiguration

Package with active message:
Index
e.g. 2

payload

Application
payload
packets

Sender’s agent

Activate reactive actuator:
ReActuator2 is selected to
process the received packet
according to the index number 6

Receiver’s agent

Figure 4.4: The synchronization process in MassWare-WSN.
Based on the multiple-chain architecture, an active-message based synchronization protocol is designed to coordinate reconﬁgured behaviors in an asynchronous
way. The idea of the proposed asynchronous protocol is that the base station
constructs the reactive actuators for all sensor nodes when the nodes starts up,
and selects one of them to process received packets according to the active message header attached in the packets. Since communication is energy-consuming
in WSNs, the MassWare-WSN synchronization process is even more eﬃcient than
that in MassWare-MANET and reduces half hand-shaking communication process by using sender assigned active message header. The initialization has the
following steps, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
• When the decision engine starts up, actuators are built based on the metainformation of the proactive actuator section in the script ﬁle. Each proactive
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actuator is also associated with a unique index calculated based on the actuator hash value.
• The middleware agent sends a synchronization request packet to the base
station, which contains the index of the proactive actuators and the metainformation of corresponding reactive actuator for every policy.
• After receiving the synchronization request packet, the base station constructs the reactive actuators according to the meta-information of the packet, each of which is associated with the IP address of the packet sender and
the received index.
The above-mentioned initialization is a one-time process. The decision engine
will then append the index of the current active actuator as active message header
to the payload of each data packet. The base station activates the reactive actuator
indexed by the received index to process the data packet correctly. The initialization phase is one-way communication, which is energy-eﬃcient. However, a sensor
node cannot get any feedback if the synchronization fails. In the situation, the
base station sends a ”re-synchronization” message to the packet sender (node) for
re-synchronization if it cannot identify the active message header of the received
packets.
The active message based asynchronous synchronization protocol has four advantages: low overhead, short delay, high eﬃciency, and better robustness. In
general, only the index of the reactive actuator needs to be stored in the active
message header for each data packet. By using the asynchronous method, the
system does not need to pause in the synchronization process, which dramatically
reduces the reconﬁguration time. Furthermore, based on the information in the
active message header, the base station can always process the received packets by
choosing the correct reactive actuator, and then no suspension for buﬀered data
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is needed, which makes the reconﬁguration by MassWare eﬃcient. Moreover, once
the reactive actuators are constructed in the system initialization phase, the local node reconﬁguration does not require the availability of the base station, and
thus it is not aﬀected by the network condition or the capacity of other agents.
Therefore the application robustness is improved and the communication overhead
is reduced.

4.6

MassWare Application Development

MassWare oﬀers an eﬀective approach to build adaptive WSN applications. To
develop a new WSN application or migrate an existing application to MassWare,
developers need to provide required components and an XML-based script ﬁle.
The ﬁrst step is to create MassWare components (masslets and masstools) or use
existing components shared by other MassWare applications. MassWare components are developed using the C language, like SOS modules, with MassWare
interfaces. The developed source ﬁles are compiled by the component compiler to
create SOS-supported modules and associated meta-ﬁles.
The second step is to develop a script ﬁle that declares all required components,
including functional components (marchlets) and measurement tool components
(marchtools), and adaptation rules using the XML language (The details of the
script ﬁle structure are presented in Section 4.3 and a full example is shown in Fig.
4.3). The script ﬁle is compiled by the MassWare compiler to create the decision
engine component and probably some operational masstools if detectors are built
on the hierarchical structure.
The third step is to load all compiled components to sensor nodes with SOS,
which provides a method to distribute modules through wireless links. The static
SOS core burned into the nodes allocates dynamic memory for components and
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boots them up by triggering a ”MSG INIT” event. Masslets and masstools need
to be loaded before the decision engine component. After the decision engine is
loaded, it will conﬁgure the components to start the application.
The target users of MassWare are WSN application developers. However, enduser requirements must also be considered in customizing the application behavior
as it is diﬃcult to predict all desired adaptation policies in advance. By examining a received active message header, users can check the current status of each
sensor node and easily change the adaptation policies by injecting a new decision
engine component created on a modiﬁed script ﬁle. Based on the MassWare reﬂection model, other components (masslets and masstools) can also be eﬃciently
re-programmed via wireless links.
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5.1

MassWare-MANET Evaluation by Analytical Models

In this section, we theoretically analyze the performance of MassWare-MANET in
terms of the one-time initialization time in the middleware startup phase and the
repetitive reconﬁguration time whenever the reconﬁguration process is triggered
by context changes. To verify the time eﬃciency of the proposed multi-chain
structure and active message oriented synchronization protocol, we compare the
reconﬁguration time of MassWare with that of MobiPADS and CARISMA. These
context-aware reﬂective middleware frameworks can be fairly compared because:
• All these three frameworks are policy based with predeﬁned adaptation policies speciﬁed in a script ﬁle.
• They all target stateless applications, which do not require the guarantee of
application states or packet delivery sequence in the reconﬁguration process.
• They all consider the behavior synchronization problem for distributed applications. However, the synchronization protocols they employ are diﬀerent.
MobiPADS uses a communication channel for synchronization and suspends application operations in the reconﬁguration process. CARISMA uses a
micro-economic approach to handle the adaptation conﬂicts between distributed policies. MassWare uses an active-message-oriented asynchronous
method for synchronization to solve the behavior inconsistency.
In the comparison, we ignore the component and code migration among diﬀerent middleware agents, which will impose the same overhead for each framework.
Since the theoretical analysis is system and implementation independent, we can
then fairly compare their performance [71].
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Table 5.1: Parameter notation of reconﬁguration time
Notation Parameter
RTT
t tcp
t pend
t init
n add
s chain
t reso
n policy
t react
t conn
t rest
n
B

5.1.1

The minimum round trip time excluding the transmission delay
TCP socket establishing time
Operation suspension time for component deletion
Initialization time for a component addition
The number of components to be added in a reconﬁguration process
The average size of a meta-chain
The total local computation time of the conﬂict resolution algorithm in CARISMA
The number of policies in an application
Reactive actuator construction time in MassWare
Connection time of two components
Restoration time of a component
The number of components in a component chain
The average available bandwidth

Analytical Model

To compare the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of MassWare with that of MobiPADS
and CRISMA, we use a uniﬁed model to formulate the reconﬁguration time as the
sum of the communication time Tcomm among distributed middleware agents and
the local computation time Tcomp .

T = Tcomm + Tcomp

(5.1)

To simplify of the model and for fair comparison, we ignore the component
migration time required by all systems, the transmission delay of control messages,
which is much smaller than their propagation delay as the control message size
is negligible, and other overhead, like socket buﬀering time, thread switch time,
and internal message exchange time, which may be aﬀected by diﬀerent operating
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systems and programming languages. All the middleware agents use TCP threeway handshakes for each reconﬁguration message exchange, which takes 1.5RTT
for the connection establishment. Some of the notation are deﬁned in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: MobiPADS reconﬁguration time.
In MobiPADS, there is only one component chain, and the reconﬁguration process involves three steps: (i) initializing reconﬁguration, (ii ) deleting components,
and (iii ) adding components. The reconﬁguration time expressed by Eq. (4) in
[26] is shown as:

TM obiP ADS = (β + γ + δ)/B + 2kn + 2m + 5.5RT T + C

(5.2)

where β is the meta-chain size; γ and δ are the component request message size
and component size for component migration; 2kn is the component initialization
time; m is the deletion time; and C is other overhead. we further separate m into
1.5 RT T for message exchange and an operation suspension time [26], and ignore
the component migration time, the component initialization time, which is very
small (i.e. few milliseconds as shown in Fig. 5.7), and other overhead to follow
our model. we then rewrite Eq. 5.2 using the notations shown in Table 5.1 as Eq.
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5.3 to express the reconﬁguration time of MobiPADS for comparisons with those
of MassWare and CARISMA in a uniﬁed model.

TM obiP ADS = Tcomm + Tcomp = (7RT T + s chain/B) + t pend

(5.3)

t pend is aﬀected by the number of buﬀered data and their processing time,
and its value may vary for diﬀerent applications. we set its default value as 300ms
to match the experiment results shown in Fig. 13 of [26] for numerical evaluations.
The meta-chain size s chain is analyzed in Section 5.2.3 and we set its default
value as 10Kbits for a chain with 10 components. The reconﬁguration time of
MobiPADS is depicted in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: CARISMA reconﬁguration time.
In CARISMA, the reconﬁguration conﬂict resolution process consists of the
following steps: 1) service request, 2) local context evaluation and enabled policy
selection, 3) the enabled policy exchange, 4) solution set computation and conﬂict
detection, 5) bidding request and reply, 6) winning policy calculation, and 7) the
winning policy broadcast. Steps 1, 3, 5, and 7 involve communications for message
exchanges, and steps 2, 4, and 6 involve local computations for conﬂict resolution,
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which is related to the number of policies, contexts, resources, and conﬂicts. To
compare CARISMA with MassWare in terms of reconﬁguration time, we use the
simplest case of CARISMA with minimum overhead, which is that each policy
contains only one context and one resource and there is no conﬂict. The total
reconﬁguration time of CARISMA can then be expressed as:

TCARISM A = Tcomm + Tcomp = 4RT T + t reso = 4RT T + f (n policy)

(5.4)

We use the values of the conﬂict resolution time t reso that are directly obtained
from the Fig. 15 in [8]. The reconﬁguration time of CARISMA is shown in Fig.
5.2.
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Figure 5.3: MassWare initialization time.
In MassWare, the one-time initialization time in the startup phase includes
2.5RT T communication time, where 1.5RT T is for the TCP connection and 1RT T
is for synchronization message exchanges and the transmission delay of the metadata for multiple component-chains stored in the synchronization request message.
The initialization time is represented as:
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TM assW are IN IT = Tcomm + Tcomp = 2.5RT T + n policy × s chain/B

(5.5)

The initialization time of MassWare reconﬁguration is related to the RT T , the
number of policies, and bandwidth. we set the RT T as 100ms (referring [26]) to
compute the initialization time on the number of policies and the bandwidth, as
shown in Fig. 5.3.
In the repetitive reconﬁgurations after the one-time initialization, the reconﬁguration time is the sum of the component assembly and restoration time that is
related to the number of components in the component chain. The reconﬁguration
time is expressed as:

TM assW are = Tcomp = 2n(t conn + t rest)

(5.6)

The coeﬃcient of 2 is needed because the reconﬁguration process is carried
out at both the proactive actuator of the sender and the reactive actuator of the
receiver. Fig. 5.6 shows the reconﬁguration time obtained by the benchmark
experiments, see Section 5.2.2.
From the above analysis, we can see that the repetitive reconﬁguration time
of each middleware framework is dependent on diﬀerent parameters. To compare
their performance directly and prove the eﬃciency of MassWare, we list the eﬀect
of each parameter to the repetitive reconﬁguration time in Table 5.2.
The minimum RTT has a major impact to the reconﬁguration time of MobiPADS since there are a lot of control message exchanges in the synchronization
process of the MobiPADS reconﬁguration. The minimum RTT is set as 100ms in
[26], which is in the same level as our experiment results. The performance of the
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Table 5.2: The conﬁguration time aﬀected by various parameters
Parameter

MobiPADS

CARISMA

MassWare

Related

Not related
Not related

B

Related (major factor)
Related

n policy

Not related

n component

Related

Related (negligible)
Related (major factor)
Not related

t conn/t rest

Related (negligible)

Related (negligible)

RTT

Not related
Related
Related (major factor)

CARISMA conﬂict resolution mechanism signiﬁcantly depends on the number of
policies. For example, it takes about 900ms to determine which policy to apply out
of ten [8]. Both MobiPADS and CARISMA use synchronous synchronization protocols and their performance depends on the network conditions. On the contrary,
MassWare uses an asynchronous synchronization protocol and there is no communication involved in the reconﬁguration process. Its reconﬁguration time only
depends on the component restoration time and connection time, which is in the
range of hundreds of micro seconds in our experiments. The component restoration time and connection time are also required by MobiPADS and CARISMA,
but negligible compared with their communication time.
In summary, the reconﬁguration time of MobiPADS and CARISMA is typically
in the range of seconds and related to the network condition and system complexity.
For example, MobiPADS reconﬁguration takes about 2s for 20Kbps bandwidth and
1.4s for 1M bps bandwidth according to our theoretical analysis, which achieve the
same results as those reported in [26]. CARISMA conﬂict resolution time is about
1.2s for 10 policies and 1.7s for 20 policies, and the time grows exponentially with
the number of contexts and conﬂicts by our theoretical analysis, which conforms
to the empirical results in [8]. Furthermore, their robustness is aﬀected by the
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reconﬁguration because it requires the availability of all the related peer agents
and its failure would cause the crash of succeeding data packets.
Although the initialization time of the proposed asynchronous method in MassWare is similar to the reconﬁguration time of the synchronous methods in MobiPADS and CARISMA, the MassWare initialization is a one-time process while the
reconﬁguration of MobiPADS and CARISMA is a repetitive process. The repetitive reconﬁguration time of MassWare after initialization is signiﬁcantly shorter
than that of MobiPADS or CARISMA. Moreover, the local agent reconﬁguration
is not aﬀected by the network condition or the capacity of other agents, and the received data packets can be processed asynchronously based on their active message
headers. Thus the robustness of the system is improved.

5.2

MassWare-MANET Evaluation by Experimental Measurements

In this section, we evaluation MassWare performance in MANETs using benchmark applications, which consist of a set of simple components, each of which
has a parameter interface, an input interface, and an output interface so that two
components can be connected. Each adaptation policy has the same components
in a single test and each reconﬁguration process will disconnect and reconnect all
the components and load one parameter for each component. The number of the
policies and the number of components in each policy are varied in the experiments
to simulate diﬀerent applications. All the data are calculated based on the average
of 10 test samples.
One of the goals of MassWare is to reduce the reconﬁguration time for DRE
systems. However, the reconﬁguration process introduces some performance cost,
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such as the active message header and extra resource consumptions for maintaining
the multiple chains. Therefore it is important to check the feasibility and eﬃciency
of using MassWare. We evaluate its performance beneﬁt and cost in this section
in terms of the reconﬁguration time, memory footprint, and scalability through
benchmark applications on both PCs and PDAs.

5.2.1

Test Bed
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Figure 5.4: Experimental test bed.
We have implemented MassWare in C# for both Windows XP (WXP) and
Windows Mobile 5 (WM5) systems using visual studio 2005, and we have encoded the script ﬁle using XML. The testbed consists of two PCs (Thinkpad-X60:
Intel T2300 1.66GHz, 512MB, and WXP), two PDAs (Dell x51v: Intel XScale
624MHz, 64MB, and WM5), two Cisco routers (Cisco 3200), and two switches
(Cisco 2900XL) as shown in Fig. 5.4 . The routers are connected back-to-back
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through serial ports so that the network bandwidth can be controlled through the
HyperTerminal tool.

5.2.2

Time Eﬃciency

One-time reconﬁguration initialization time
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Figure 5.5: MassWare initialization time.
MassWare reconﬁguration is separated into two phases: one-time initialization
phase occurring once when the system starts up and repetitive reconﬁguration
phase occurring every time the reconﬁguration is triggered. The one-time initialization time of MassWare has been analyzed theoretically and the analysis results
are shown in Fig. 5.3. In this section, we evaluate the one-time initialization time
using experimental results. According to Eq. 5.5, the initialization time of MassWare reconﬁguration is related to the RTT, the number of policies, and bandwidth.
To simplify the experiments, we set the RTT between the sender and receiver as
100ms and the number of policies as 10. The size of each policy, which contains an
actuator meta-chain, is 10Kbit. We then control the bandwidth by changing the
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clock rate of the router serial ports to measure the variation of the initialization
time to bandwidth. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 5.5, in which X-axis
is the network bandwidth and Y -axis is the measured initialization time. In low
bandwidth conditions, PDA and PC have similar performance since the communication time is the major part of the initialization time, which is only related to
the network conditions. In high bandwidth conditions, local processing overhead
also contributes to the initialization time and PDA has larger initialization time
than PC due to its limited hardware resource. The experimental result also match
well with the theoretical analysis with just slightly larger values because the uniﬁed model has ignored some processing overhead and control message transmission
delay.
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Figure 5.6: MassWare reconﬁguration time.
The repetitive reconﬁguration the most important part of MassWare reconﬁguration since it occurs every time the reconﬁguration is triggered. According to Eq.
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5.6, it contains the connection time and status restoration time of the components
in the active actuator, which are all local processing time and only related with
the number of components. We then measure the component connection time and
status restoration time separately in the experiments by changing the number of
components. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 5.6. From the results, we
can see that the change of both component connection time and status restoration time are linear of the number of components. PDA has larger reconﬁguration
time than PC due to its limited hardware resource. Because all the operations are
executed in the same memory space and CPU process, it is in the range of several
hundred microseconds to a few milliseconds. Moreover, the reconﬁguration time
is only determined by local hardware resources so that the time is very stable for
every test.
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Figure 5.7: Component initialization time.
MassWare supports standard software components. After a MassWare agent is
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loaded in the system initialization phase, it initializes all the components declared
in the application script ﬁle. The component initialization time then represents
the eﬃciency of the MassWare component model. It is deﬁned as the time needed
to load a component, check its types, and instantiate the component based on the
encoded parameters. Fig. 5.7 shows the initialization time of the simple MassWare
components based on the number of components. The initialization time is only
related with local hardware resource and the change is linear of the number of
component. The time is in the micro- to milli- second range.
We have also tested the event notiﬁcation time of MassWare sensors, which
is another important metric to evaluate the responsiveness of MassWare. Results
show that it is in the microsecond level and much smaller than the repetitive
reconﬁguration time.

5.2.3

Memory Footprint and Scalability

In this experiment, we evaluate the local storage size and the run-time memory
consumptions of MassWare framework, components and actuators. We utilize the
C# serialization function to serialize MassWare and system objects and measure
their run-time memory usage. Serialization means that objects are marshaled by
value, that is, all their various member data are written out to the stream as a
series of bytes. Therefore, we can use the length of the stream as the metric for
memory consumption.
The local ﬁle size and run-time memory usage of MassWare middleware and
components are shown in Table 5.3 for both Windows XP (WXP) and Windows Mobile 5 (WM5) respectively. The run-time memory usage of the middleware is measured after initializing the system and before loading and instantiating any components. An empty masslet is a reﬂective component containing no
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Table 5.3: Resource consumption by MassWare
Components

Middleware
Empty masslet
Simple masslet
Simple masstool

Windows XP system
Local ﬁle Run-time
size
memory

Windows Mobile 5
Local ﬁle Run-time
memory
size

56KB
4KB
16KB
16KB

46KB
4KB
5KB
4KB

896KB
139Byte
356Byte
279Byte

123KB
74Byte
147Byte
94Byte

application-speciﬁc method or variable. A simple masslet contains one input interface, one output interface, and 5 double-type parameters. Although we use very
similar source code for both WXP and WM5, the run-time memory consumption
of WM5 is much less than that of WXP due to the code optimization in the mobile
system.
Because MassWare contains multiple actuators, it is important to analyze the
overhead of the actuators. The memory consumption R is then expressed as:

R=

∑∑∑
pijk + lij ) + ai )
( (
i

j

(5.7)

k

where pijk (10Byptes) is the size of parameter k for masslet j in actuator i;
lij (12B) is the name and reference size of masslet j in actuator i; and ai (8B)
is the index size of actuator i. For a MassWare agent that contains 5 actuators,
10 masslets for each actuator, and 10 parameters for each masslet, the resource
consumption is 5640bytes (≈ 5.5KB). In MassWare, a middleware agent maintains
not only local proactive actuators, but also reactive actuators built for remote peer
agents through the synchronization. Thus, the memory consumption is closely
related to the application scale. According to Eq. 5.7, the memory consumption
R for a DRE system is then modiﬁed as:
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R=

∑

(Rt )

(5.8)

t

where t is the index of peer middleware agents.
For a DRE system that has 10 distributed programs and each program has
a middleware agent described above, the memory consumption of the program is
5640bytes × 10 (≈ 55KB), which is still small compared to the capacity of most
embedded devices.

5.2.4

Demo Applications and Releases

We have developed some adaptive DRE systems based on MassWare, like a ﬁrst
responder system in PDA platforms and a distance education system in heterogeneous platforms (PCs, Laptops, and PDAs). The implementation of real applications demonstrate that MassWare are easy to use, achieving fast responsiveness in
reconﬁgurations, and supporting generic DRE systems. All the software we have
developed and documents have been released on our website [70].

5.3

MassWare-WSN Evaluation

The MassWare-WSN system and supported applications have been developed in
Ubuntu 6.10 Linux OS using the C language and tested on MicaZ nodes. We evaluated MassWare performance costs and beneﬁts in terms of the memory footprint
and component loading time. More comprehensive evaluations, including reconﬁguration time and runtime memory consumption etc., will be part of our future
work.
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5.3.1

Memory Footprint

The memory footprint is the total static ﬁle size of the compiled MassWare components that are burned to sensor nodes. It is calculated by the component compiler.
Because the decision engine is the extra part of MassWare in sensor nodes, we
deﬁne the middleware memory overhead Om as the ratio of the decision engine
size to the application component size:
∑
∑
Om = Sm /Sa = Sdc /(
Smasslet +
Smasstool )

(5.9)

where Sm is the middleware’s memory-footprint size, which equals the decision
engine’s memory footprint (Sdc ); Sa is the application’s memory-footprint size,
which equals to the total memory consumed by all masslets (Smasslet ) and masstools
(Smasstool ).
Blink application
The blink application consists of three masslets: BlinkR (562bytes), BlinkG (532bytes),
and BlinkY (478bytes), which control red, green, and yellow LEDs of a sensor node,
one masstool: NeighborNum (586bytes), which measures the number of neighbor
nodes, and the decision engine component (1178bytes). There are two adaptation
policies for the Blink application:
• When there is no neighbor, BlinkY is connected to BlinkR and the frequency
of BlinkR is one blink per 2 seconds;
• When there are one or more neighbors, BlinkR, BlinkG, and BlinkY are
connected in sequence, and the frequency of BlinkR is one blink per 3 seconds.
The memory overhead of MassWare in the Blink application is 55%. MassWare
is not memory eﬃcient for simple applications since the application size is small.
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Data compression application
The data compression application is developed based on a proposed sensor data compression algorithm [72] that aims to reduce distributed data redundancy. It consists of ﬁve masslets: Sensing (822bytes), LSWT (6628bytes), Quantz
(8254bytes), DSC (1858bytes), and Unary (1614bytes), one masstool: NeighborNum (586bytes), and the decision engine component (1354bytes). Sensing has a
start interface to start sampling data and sending them to output interfaces. LSWT, Quantz, DSC, and Unary perform Lifting Scheme Wavelet Transfer, Scalar
Quantization, Distributed Source Coding, and Modiﬁed Unary Coding respectively. There are two adaptation policies:
• When there is no neighbor, which means there is no distributed redundancy,
Sensing, LSWT, Quantz, and Unary are connected in sequence.
• When there are one or more neighbors, the Unary component is replaced by
the DSC component, and Sensing, LSWT, Quantz, and DSC are connected
in sequence.
The memory overhead of the data compression application is 6.9%, which is
much lower than that of the blink application. This is because the decision engine
size is only slightly larger for complex applications.
Benchmark experiment
Because the decision engine is generated based on a script ﬁle, its size is related
to the number of adaption policies (Np ) and the number of masslets in each policy
(Nc/p ). The memory consumption can be expressed as:

M = A×Np +B×Np (Nc/p −1)+C(Nc/p −1)+D×Nc/p +E×Np (Nc/p −1)+F (5.10)
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where A, B, C, D, E, and F are coeﬃcients. ANp is the code memory for
calculating the size of the synchronization request packet; BNp (Nc/p − 1) is the
code memory for generating the synchronization request packet; C(Nc/p − 1) is the
memory for constructing the default actuator; DNc/p is the memory for initializing
the default actuator; ENp (Nc/p − 1) is the memory for building all actuators and
subscribing them to corresponding detectors. F is other code memory consumption.
It is a special case when there is only one component in each actuator: since
there is no component connection in this case, there is no code required to build
actuators. When there is more than one component in each actuator, Eq. 5.10
can be simpliﬁed as:
M = A1 × Np × Nc/p + A2 × Np + A3 × Nc/p + A4

(5.11)

where A1 , A2 , A3 , and A4 are coeﬃcients. To measure these coeﬃcients, we
have developed some benchmark experiments based on the number of policies (Np )
and the number of masslets in each policy (Nc/p ). Every benchmark masslet has an
input interface, an output interface, and a parameter interface. There is only one
benchmark masstool used by all policies. In each policy, there is only one masstool
in the detector; there are Nc/p masslets connected in a sequence in the proactive
actuator and the reactive actuator. The memory consumption of the decision is
listed in Table 5.4.
Based on the measurement result, we get the coeﬃcients [A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 ] =
[7.82, 117.16, 90.88, 613.44]. The standard deviation between the measurement results and calculation results using the coeﬃcients are 36.53 (about 2% of the mean
value), which also proves the correctness of the Eq. 5.11.
From the results, there are two observations:
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Table 5.4: Benchmarking decision engine’s memory size (byte)
PP
PP
Np
PP
1
PP
Nc/p
P

1
2
3
4
5
6

792
910
1014
1118
1208
1296

2

3

4

5

6

818
1030
1130
1236
1340
1434

838
1214
1320
1478
1594
1678

858
1322
1494
1616
1734
1820

878
1428
1626
1752
1842
1962

898
1534
1754
1846
1978
2106

• the decision engine size is approximately linear to the number of policies and
the number of masslets in each policy, which follows Eq. 5.11;
• even for a complex application (6 × 6), the decision engine size is still quite
small (about 2KB), compared to the size of most on-board programmable
ﬂash memory of sensor nodes (e.g. 128KB in MicaZ).

5.3.2

Time Eﬃciency

The decision engine loading time includes the time for creating and sending the
Synchronization Request packet, constructing actuators and detectors, and starting
the application, which can be expressed as:

M = A × Np + B × Np (Nc/p − 1) + C(Nc/p − 1) + D × Nc/p + F

(5.12)

Compared to Eq. 5.10, the decision engine loading time does not contain
ENp (Nc/p − 1) since all other actuators are dynamically constructed except the default one. Eq. 5.12 can also be simpliﬁed as Eq. 5.11. Based on the benchmark results listed in Table 5.5, we get its coeﬃcients: [A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 ] = [35.85, −4.5, 1.83,
273.02]. The standard deviation between the measurement results and calculation
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Table 5.5: Benchmarking decision engine’s loading time (in CPU cycles)
PP
PP
Np
PP
1
PP
Nc/p
P

1
2
3
4
5
6

335
358
381
417
454
490

2

3

4

5

6

362
408
494
554
626
699

363
485
581
691
800
936

390
536
695
840
972
1118

417
600
781
990
1145
N/A

445
664
934
1099
N/A
N/A

results using the coeﬃcients are 12.19 (about 1.5% of the mean value).
From the results, there are two observations:
• the CPU loading time is also approximately linear to the number of policies
and components in each policy;
• MassWare is time eﬃcient for most applications (less than 1000 CPU clock
cycles). (The last three readings (N/A) are caused by the failure to generate the Synchronization Request packet due to the limited memory of MicaZ
nodes. This issue could be solved in new-generation sensor nodes with advances of micro-electronics, e.g. Imote2 hosts 256kB SRAM and 32M B
SDRAM.)

5.3.3

Energy Consumption

MassWare consumes extra energy for application reconﬁguration, which includes
application local behavior change and distributed behavior synchronization. Since the energy is primarily consumed by wireless communications in WSNs [73],
MassWare is energy eﬃcient compared with other middleware frameworks since
it does not require extra communication in the repetitive reconﬁguration process
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by using the active-message-based synchronization protocol. The only communication energy consumption for the reconﬁguration is the one-time transmission of
the ”Synchronization Request” packet at the system initialization phase, which is
negligible compared to the energy consumption of the life time sensor data transmission.
On the other hand, MassWare can reduce the energy consumption when reprogramming sensor applications. MassWare is component-based adaptive middleware and it supports partial updates of the sensor application by only replacing
the required software components instead of the whole application.
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6. Applications and Implementation

To justify the functionality of MassWare in real applications, we have implemented MassWare to support two popular applications: Ad-hoc routing in
MANETs and data compression in WSNs. Beyond the implementation, we have
designed two new algorithms in these application areas to solve some existing
problems. Evaluations demonstrate the signiﬁcant performance improvement of
MassWare-supported applications by using the designed algorithms in the speciﬁc
contexts.

6.1

MassWare-Supported Routing Application in
MANETs

In Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs), how to select an optimal route from the
source to the destination is a critical issue. Due to node mobility and link/channel
dynamics, a link that exists between two nodes now may not exist in the future.
Therefore, many routing protocols [74][75][76] have been proposed for various scenarios of MANETs. Due to the heterogeneity of the networks or the mobile devices,
a single routing algorithm may not be suitable for the whole network. MassWaresupported applications have the ability to select diﬀerent routing algorithms based
on contextual information. Therefore, it can signiﬁcantly improve the application
performance by adopting the optimal routing algorithm in the current scenario.
Traditional ad-hoc routing can be divided into three categories: on-demand
routing, table-driven routing, and hybrid routing. In on-demand routing, nodes
only maintain route information when they need to send or relay packets. However,
on-demand routing has longer response time than table-driven routing, and it does
not scale well because of ﬂooding of routing requests. In table-driven routing, each
node always maintains up-to-date information about routing to any other nodes.
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It would induce a heavy overhead for maintaining routing information in highly
mobile scenarios. The hybrid routing is designed to achieve a tradeoﬀ between the
characteristics of on-demand and table-driven routing, mostly with a cost of high
algorithm complexity. However, how to improve the routing scalability as well as
reducing the routing overhead in MANETs is still an open problem.
Geometric routing is a special type of routing approach designed for MANETs
where data packets are routed based on position information when node positions
are known. In general, geometric routing is simple and eﬃcient, and it improves
the routing scalability because each node only needs to keep its neighbors’ position
information. There are common assumptions when designing geometric routing
protocols. First, every node knows its own position. This information can be
collected by using GPS devices or other means. Second, every node knows its
neighbors’ positions that can be obtained by one hop beacon messages. Third,
the source node knows the destination position. This function can be provided by
some location service mechanisms [77]. As the development of positioning devices
such as GPS, geometric routing is becoming more and more practical.
Most existing geometric routing protocols are based on the greedy algorithm
where every forwarder chooses the neighbor that is the closest to the destination as
the next hop. Although the greedy algorithm is simple and eﬃcient, it fails when
a node cannot ﬁnd a neighbor close to the destination for forwarding a packet (a
”void area”). To guarantee the packet delivery, some geometric routing algorithms,
such as GPSR (Greedy Parameter Stateless Routing) [77] and GOAFR (Greedy
Other Adaptive Face Routing) [78], use face routing to bypass void areas. Face
routing only works in planar graphs where there is no cross link. However, failures
of face routing based on planarization have been observed in test-bed experiments
[79][80] due to inconsistent radio ranges and asymmetric links.
We have designed a new geometric routing protocol for MANETs called LTGR
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(Local Tree based Greedy Routing), which uses a local tree, instead of face routing, to recover routing bypassing void areas. LTGR uses the same assumptions
as existing geometric routing protocols, but it does not require assumptions of
uniform radio ranges and bi-directional links that are hard to be satisﬁed in real
implementations. LTGR has the following features. It is simple and stateless so
that it is suitable for highly dynamic MANETs. LTGR does not rely on planarization. Thus it keeps cross links in the network topology to achieve good hop stretch
performance. It augments the greedy algorithm with routing history information
to make informed decisions in routing.
In this section, we ﬁrst present the design details of the LTGR. After that,
we provide the implementation method and an example of a MassWare application that uses the LTGR algorithm when geometric information is available and
switches to DSR (a traditional routing algorithm) when geometric information is
unavailable. Last, we evaluate the performance improvement of the MassWare
application by using LTGR in terms of the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead,
and hop stretch.

6.1.1

Related Work

There exists ongoing research on geometric (position based) routing protocols [77][78][79][81]. The simplest one is based on the greedy algorithm by which
each node, when forwarding traﬃc as a forwarder, chooses its neighboring node
closest to the destination as the next hop. However, the greedy algorithm can not
pass any void area where a forwarder can not ﬁnd a neighbor that is closer than
itself to the destination.
In order to recover packet routing from void areas and improve the packet
delivery ratio, Karp et al. propose GPSR [77] to switch from the greedy mode to
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a perimeter mode if a node cannot ﬁnd the next hop using the greedy algorithm.
In the perimeter mode, face routing [77][82] combined with a right-hand rule is
utilized to traverse the perimeter of the void area. The basic idea of the face
routing is to travel along the perimeter of the faces, which are intersected by the
virtual line between the source and the destination. GPSR only uses the right
hand rule to choose the next face for traversal. GPSR is not eﬃcient if it can not
ﬁnd the correct face quickly; and in the worst case, it traverses all the bad faces
and ﬁnds the correct one last.
To improve the performance of face routing, Kuhn et al. propose a Greedy
Other Adaptive Face Routing (GOAFR) protocol [78]. GOAFR uses an adaptive
face routing (AFR) mode if the greedy mode encounters a void area. The basic
idea of AFR is to adjust the boundary of a traverse ellipse area around the face
and choose an optimal value to reach the destination. The boundary is decided by
the Boundary Face Routing (BFR) that uses the same rule of face routing except
that the exploration around a face will walk back when it reaches the boundary.
If a packet can not reach the destination via BFR, it will be routed back to the
source node [78]. The boundary is then doubled, and the process is repeated again
until the destination is reached.
Both the GPSR and GOAFR protocols planarize network topology to support
face routing and the planarization (GG or RNG [77]) algorithms assume that the
connectivity between nodes can be described by unit graphs, i.e. a node is always
connected to all neighbors within its ﬁxed transmission range while not connected
to nodes outside this range. In an experimental deployment of GPSR protocol
in wireless sensor networks, Kim et al. [79][80] observe that permanent routing
failure occurs because the unit-graph assumption cannot be satisﬁed in practical
scenarios. To solve this problem, Kim et al. [79] propose a distributed Cross-Link
Detection Protocol (CLDP) to planarize the network. However, CLDP is complex
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and costly because it induces new routing overhead caused by ”probe” packets
used for planarization.
In [81], Leong et al. present a new geometric routing protocol without using
network planarization, i.e. Greedy Distributed Spanning Tree Routing (GDSTR).
The GDSTR protocol generates spanning tree(s) and every node maintains a convex hull based on its children in the spanning tree and their convex hulls. When
a node can not forward a packet using the greedy algorithm, it switches to the
recovery mode and checks if the destination is contained in its convex hull and decides whether to forward the packet to a proper child or just send it to its parent,
which has a bigger convex hull. GDSTR can achieve better hop stretch and path
stretch than CLDP with less overhead. However, GDSTR is proposed for static
sensor networks and not stateless ones. Therefore it is not suitable for MANETs
because the convex hull maintenance is costly in dynamic scenarios.
Similar to GDSTR, our proposed protocol, LTGR, does not use planarization
either. However, LTGR diﬀers from GDSTR in that it is stateless and does not
need any global information or extra message exchange to recover packet routing
from void areas. Like GOAFR, LTGR keeps the adaptability of routing exploration in the recovery process, i.e. LTGR adaptively selects a sub-tree for packet
forwarding based on the position information of the leaf nodes in each sub-tree
when it routes packets. And because the selection utilizes position information,
instead of a constant boundary value used in GOAFR, LTGR can make better
routing decisions than GOAFR.
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6.1.2

Local Tree Based Geometric Routing (LTGR)

Overview of LTGR
Like existing geometric routing protocols, LTGR takes advantage of a greedy algorithm to route packets whenever possible. A packet can be either routed in the
greedy mode if the greedy algorithm works or in the recovery mode if the packet
routing reaches a void area. A ﬂag in the packet header marks the routing mode of
a packet. LTGR uses a local tree based routing algorithm to route packets in the
recovery mode to bypass void areas. Whenever a node receives a recovery-mode
packet, it checks whether it is closer to the destination than the originator of the
recovery process, and if positive, it switches the packet back to the greedy mode
and uses the greedy algorithm to forward the packet. This process is repeated
until the destination is reached, or all the possible paths are tried once and still
no route is found to reach the destination, i.e. the network is partitioned.
If a packet is routed in the greedy mode, it would not encounter any routing
loop. If the packet is routed in the recovery mode, the local tree information used
by the LTGR to bypass the void area will be embedded in the packet header, thus
any node can get the history of the tree to avoid forming routing loops. The local
tree could expand to a spanning tree covering all nodes in the network. Therefore,
LTGR can guarantee the packet delivery if there exists a path between the source
and the destination.
Search Algorithms
LTGR uses local tree based search algorithms to ﬁnd paths bypassing void areas
so that packets in the recovery mode can be routed.
In this dissertation, we ﬁrst study the uniform cost search where the source
node knows nothing about the whole topology and the destination’s position. For
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example, the breadth ﬁrst search, in which all nodes at level d are expanded before
any nodes at level d + 1 , ﬁnds the shallowest goal state, i.e. the shortest path.
If we deﬁne the function DEPTH(n) as the depth of the node n , then the node
with the lowest DEPTH(n) value is always expanded ﬁrst. If the route cost is a
function of the depth of the solution, e.g. the hop count of the route, the breadth
ﬁrst search can achieve the best solution, i.e. the optimal path.
Although the uniform cost search can ﬁnd the optimal route provided that there
is no negative cost, it would traverse most of the possible routes, which could induce
a large amount of overhead. Assume B stands for the average branching factor,
and D is the depth of the solution, the complexity of the uniform cost search is
O(B D ). This overhead is prohibitive in large scale MANETs.
To address the overhead issue, we consider the greedy search algorithm. A node
using the greedy search algorithm always ﬁnds a neighbor node as the next hop
that is the closest to the destination among all neighbor nodes. Thus the greedy
algorithm can select the next hop exclusively, therefore eliminating the overhead
of traversing other possible route in the uniform cost search algorithm. Moreover,
it is faster than the uniform cost search algorithm on average.
However, the greedy search algorithm is eﬃcient but incomplete, which can not
guarantee ﬁnding an existing path to the destination because no history information is recorded. The uniform cost search is complete because it records its history;
and it can ﬁnd the optimal path but is not as eﬃcient as the greedy search. Thus
it is desirable to combine them for path searching.
In this dissertation, we augment the greedy search algorithm with its history
and propose the local tree based search algorithm.
A tree consists of a root, branch nodes and leaf nodes. The ﬁrst node N0 that
routes a packet reaching a void area marks the packet to be in the recovery mode
and initializes the recovery process and the local tree: it sets itself as the root of the
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local tree and its neighbors as the leaf nodes. After the tree is constructed, the tree
information is stored in the packet header and forwarded along with the payload
to the next-hop node N1 that is a leaf node of the tree closest to the destination
according to the greedy search algorithm. When a leaf node, say N1 , receives
the packet, it ﬁrst retrieves the local tree information from the packet header and
checks if it is closer than the root to the destination. If so, the routing mode of
the packet will be switched back to the greedy mode and the tree information will
be removed from the packet header. Otherwise, the node N1 expands the local
tree by adding all its neighbors as its children; and thus it is changed from a leaf
node to a branch node. The description of the expanded local tree is stored in the
packet header and the packet is forwarded to a leaf node of the updated tree, say
N2 , which is the closest one to the destination among all leaf nodes, based on the
greedy search algorithm. Note that N2 may not be the neighbor of N1 but N1 can
ﬁnd a path to N2 based on the local tree information.
The local tree based search algorithm is complete since it can guarantee the
packet delivery if there exists a path to the destination.
LTGR Protocol
Based on the LTGR protocol, a node in MANETs routes a packet by the greedy
algorithm if the packet does not encounter a void area. Otherwise the packet will
be routed in the recovery mode of the LTGR protocol.
Because LTGR uses a tree structure, there is no loop in the path. And in
the worst case, the local tree will expand to a spanning tree that can reach every
node in the network. The challenge of embedding local tree information in the
packet header is that the header overhead may be very large in dense networks.
To address this challenge, we propose two techniques used in LTGR.
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First, each node divides the network space into four quadrants when it receives
a recovery mode packet. The division is based on the axis x, which is the line
connecting itself with the destination, and axis y, which is the line perpendicular
to axis x and passing this node. After that, the node adds only three neighbors to
the local tree, which are distributed in the three quadrants (except the quadrant
that contains the previous hop node) and are closest to the destination among the
neighbors in each quadrant. This means that each branch node in the local tree
only has a maximum of three children no matter how dense the network is, and
only the root has maximum four children from all four quadrants. The abovementioned process may need to be repeated to guarantee the packet delivery when
the network is not partitioned if a packet could not be routed to the destination
node in the ﬁrst round.
Second, we propose a new compression technique to compress the local tree
information stored in the packet header. For the tree structure, we only use 2
bit memory to save the structure for each branch node because it only has 3
children. For the node information, because only the to-destination-distance values
of the root and the leaf nodes are useful in the recovery mode, we do not need
to include the values of branch nodes in the packet header. Compared to face
routing algorithm that keeps the position information for all the nodes along a
face, LTGR has much less overhead. Suppose that there are n nodes in total and
m leaf nodes in a local tree, and the node id and the to-destination-distance value
are represented by kbits and tbits respectively, the total bits that are needed to
store the tree information is:
T (n, m, k, t) = 2(n − m) + k × n + t(m + 1)

(6.1)

An example that uses LTGR to recover from the void area is illustrated in
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Figure 6.1: A local tree based routing example.
Fig. 6.1. A is the sender and D is the destination. First, A sends a packet to S
using the greedy algorithm because S is closer than A to D. When S receives the
packet, it initializes the recovery process because it has no neighbor closer to D
than itself. It constructs a local tree by setting itself (S) as the root and adding
three neighbors F , B, and E as leaf nodes, which are closest to D in the quadrants
I, II, IV respectively. Then the packet is forwarded to B because B is the closest
to D among all the leaf nodes. When B receives the packet, it adds C to the local
tree. However, B ﬁnds that the leaf node with the shortest distance to D is F ,
instead of C or E. And it forwards the packet to F through the path B → S → F .
After that, when F receives this packet, it adds its neighbors H and G to the local
tree, and forwards the packet to H that is the closest to D among all the leaf
nodes. At last, H receives the packet and ﬁnds it is closer than the root S to the
D. It changes the packet to the greedy mode and forwards the packet using the
greedy algorithm.
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6.1.3

LTGR and MassWare Application Implementation

To develop a MassWare-supported MANET application, developers need to provide application required software components (masslets and masstools) and an
adaptation-policy script ﬁle. In this example, masslets include the LTGR algorithm and other routing algorithms that are implemented as independent software
components to be used by MassWare; masstools include the measurement tool
(called GPS) that detects whether geometric information is available for a current
mobile device.
Component Implementation
public class LTGR : Masslet, DataInput
{
public LTGR() { /*…*/ }
#region Interface functions
public override bool Start() { /* Start LTGR */ }
public override bool Stop() { /* Stop LTGR */ }
public void SetRouteCalcFreq(int frequency) { /*...*/ }
public void SetBeaconInterval(int interval) { /*...*/ }
#endregion
#region Masslet functions
public event DataReadyHandler DataReadyEvent;
public AppDataReadyHandler DataRequestHandler;
void DataOutput.AddSubcriber(DataReadyHandler subs,
bool bAdd)
{
if (bAdd) DataReadyEvent += subs;
else DataReadyEvent -= subs;
}
AppDataReadyHandler DataInput.GetSubscriber()
{
if (DataRequestHandler == null)
DataRequestHandler = new
AppDataReadyHandler (DataReceived);
return DataRequestHandler;
}
void DataReceived (object sender, AppDataEventArgs e)
{
if (DataReadyEvent != null) SendData(e.mData);
}
#endregion Masslet functions
void SendData(IntPtr data) { /* Send data using LTGR */ }
//...
}

<Masslets>
<component cid="2002">
<addr> D:\Masslets\LTGR.dll </addr>
<name> Masslets.Routing.LTGR </name>
<ctype> Masslet </ctype>
<alias> LTGR </alias>
<param pid="001">
<name> SetRouteCalcFreq </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 5000 </value>
</param>
<param pid="001">
<name> SetBeaconInterval </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 1000 </value>
</param>
<interface iid=“001”>
<name> DataInput </name>
<itype> Input </name>
<Message> AppDataEventArgs </Message>
</interface>
<interface iid=“002”>
<name> Start </name>
<itype> Start </name>
</interface>
</component>
...
</Masslets>

(a) LTGR masslet implementation

(b) LTGR masslet declaration

Figure 6.2: Dynamic reconﬁguration architecture
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The ﬁrst step is to implement speciﬁc algorithms or protocols into masslets.
Since masslets are function-independent software components, they can be easily
shared by various applications to reduce development cost. In this section, we
present an implementation example of LTGR masslet as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Fig. 6.2a shows the C# code of the LTGR masslet that is developed for Window Mobile systems with .Net Compact framework 2.0. The interface functions
implement the component interfaces that can be declared in the script ﬁle to set
parameters (parameter interfaces) or communicate with other masslets (communication interfaces). The masslet functions connects the user-deﬁned interfaces with
real functionality implementation (the SendData function in this example). Therefore, any masslet can implement its own interfaces independently. To communicate
with each other, an output interface must support the same message type with the
input interface (the AppDataEventArgs in this this example).
By reading the metadata of the LTGR masslet, developers can create a script
ﬁle to declare the component based on implemented interfaces. The masslet declaration script, as shown in Fig. 6.2b, is part of the application adaptation-policy
script ﬁle (shown in Fig. 6.3) that is used to build the MassWare application.
Similar to LTGR masslets, developers need to create the other masslets and
masstools if they are not shared components for the application.
Script ﬁle Implementation
After all components are prepared, the next step is to create a script ﬁle that
declares the required components and adaptation policies as discussed in Chapter
3. A full script ﬁle example of the LTGR-based dynamic routing application is
depicted in Fig. 6.3. The simpliﬁed application contains 3 masslets: LTGR and
DSR, which implement LTGR and DSR routing protocols separately, and Sender,
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<Marchlets>
<component cid="2002">
<addr> D:\Masslets\LTGR.dll </addr>
<name> Masslets.Routing.LTGR </name>
<ctype> Masslet </ctype>
<alias> LTGR </alias>
…
</component>
<component cid="2002">
<addr> D:\Masslets\DSR.dll </addr>
<name> Masslets.Routing.DSR </name>
<ctype> Masslet </ctype>
<alias> DSR </alias>
…
</component>
<component>
<addr> D:\Masslets\Sender.dll </addr>
<name> Masslets.AppTest.Sender </name>
<ctype> Masslet </ctype>
<alias> Sender </alias>
…
</component>
…
</Marchlets>
<MarchTools>
<component cid=“3001”>
<name> Masstools.GPS </name>
<alias> GPS </alias>
<interface iid=“001”>
<name> isAvailable </name>
<itype> Output </name>
</interface>
</component>
</MarchTools>

<Rules>
<rule>
<sensor>
<event>
<otype> EQ </otype>
<lhs><expr>GPS.isAvailable</expr></lhs>
<rhs><expr> 1 </expr> </rhs>
</event>
<sensor>
<Actuator type=“proactive” sync=“Async”>
<SetParam>
LTGR.SetRouteCalcFreq = 10000;
LTGR.SetBeaconInterval = 2000
</SetParam>
<SetArch>
Sender.DataOutput -> LTGR.DataInput;
DSR.Stop;
LTGR.Start;
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
</rule>
<rule>
<sensor><-- GPS.isAvailable == 0></sensor>
<Actuator type=“proactive” sync=“Async”>
<SetArch>
Sender.DataOutput -> DSR.DataInput;
LTGR.Stop;
DSR.Start;
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
</rule>
…
</Rules>

Figure 6.3: The full MassWare application example using LTGR
which sends test data to another device in the same MANET. It also contains one
masstool: GPS that detects whether geometric information is available. There
are two adaptation policies used by the be application: LTGR is selected to route
application data when GPS information is available since LTGR achieves better
performance than DSR, and DSR is used when GPS information is unavailable to
guarantee that the data can be delivered successfully.
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6.1.4

Simulation and Analysis of Results

MassWare supports context-aware reﬂective applications, which can dynamically select optimal software components based on contextual information to improve the
application performance. To validate the performance improvement of MassWaresupported routing application comparing to static applications, we compare LTGR
with peer protocols. We implemented LTGR in ns-2(.28) and simulated the protocol using various mobile ad-hoc network topologies. We have also tested this
protocol with diﬀerent traﬃc patterns. LTGR is compared with GPSR instead
of DSR since GPSR is also a geometric routing protocol and has been proved to
outperform DSR in [77]. The GPSR source code was downloaded from its authors’
website [83]. We do not compare LTGR with CLDP and GDSTR since they are
designed for static sensor networks and not suitable for highly dynamic MANETs.
Although there are numerous metrics to evaluate a routing protocol design for
MANETs, we focus mainly on the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and
average hop stretch achieved by the routing protocols.
Simulation Setup
We use the same parameters that are listed in Table 6.1 for both LTGR and GPSR
simulations.
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Beacon interval
Transmission range
Position variable size
Network size
Simulation time

1s
250m
12 bits
1000m × 1000m
900s
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of packets in recovery mode vs. pause time.
• Movement model: Nodes move according to the ”random waypoint” model
[74]. We observe that the probability that a packet would be routed in
the recovery mode is inversely proportional to the pause time (Fig. 6.4).
Because both protocols use the greedy algorithm whenever possible, we set
the pause time as 0 to compare their performance in the recovery process.
We use CMU scene generator to generate 80 diﬀerent pattern ﬁles based on 8
diﬀerent numbers of nodes: 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 (10 ﬁles for each
number respectively). The moving speed of nodes is distributed uniformly
between 1 and 20 m/s. Both protocols are simulated in all the scenarios and
the average values are calculated.
• Traﬃc pattern: we choose UDP as our transport layer protocol. Randomly
selected 14 nodes generate 20 traﬃc ﬂows. The transmission rate of every
ﬂow is 1Kbps: one 512bytes packet is generated every 4 seconds. The starting
time instances of the traﬃc ﬂows are uniformly distributed between 0 and
180 seconds.
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Both LTGR and GPSR are simulated based on 80 various scenarios combining
the above-mentioned traﬃc pattern and movement models.
Packet Delivery Ratio
Packet delivery ratio is the number of packets received by the destinations divided
by the number of packets originated from the sources in the application layer. It
describes the loss rate of networks and characterizes both the completeness and
the correctness of a routing protocol [74].
delivery ratio with 20 cbr sources
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Figure 6.5: Packet delivery ratio vs. the number of nodes.
Both protocols can achieve good delivery ratio and there is only a slight difference between them as shown in Fig. 6.5. This is because both protocols can
guarantee the packet delivery if there is a path between the source and the destination. LTGR performs slightly better than GPSR because they use diﬀerent
recovery algorithms. In fact, some packets are dropped by LTGR because of ARP
errors that are caused by neighbors’ mobility, while more packets are dropped by
GPSR due to TTL (set to be 128 in both protocols) errors in that the face routing
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may cause inﬁnite routing loops in the dynamic scenarios. Because both LTGR
and GPSR use the greedy algorithm when it works, we can conclude that the local tree based routing can achieve a higher success ratio than face routing when
bypassing void areas.
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Figure 6.6: Source-destination connectivity probability vs. the number of nodes.
The delivery ratio increases along with the increase of the node density because the connectivity probabilities of the source nodes and the destination nodes
increase when the node density increases, as shown in Fig. 6.6.
Average Hop Stretch
The average route hop stretch stands for the route optimization degree of a routing
protocol. By establishing a shorter route, a routing protocol can take advantage of
the network resources more eﬃciently. In this dissertation, we deﬁne hop stretch
as the ratio of the real hop count that a packet passes from the source to the
destination to the hop count of the optimal path. Because both protocols use the
greedy algorithm whenever possible and most packets can reach the destination
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by only using the greedy algorithm as the shown in Fig. 6.4, it is undesirable to
compare the average hop stretch of all transferred packets. In our simulation, we
mark every packet that has been delivered in the recovery mode (via the local
tree algorithm or the face routing algorithm), and only compare the average hop
stretch of these packets.
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Figure 6.7: Average hop stretch vs. the number of nodes.
The average hop stretch of LTGR is much better than that of GPSR as shown
in Fig. 6.7. GPSR use the face routing algorithm to recover from the void area.
However, face routing is not eﬃcient because of the following reasons. First, it uses
the right hand rule to choose a face blindly. Second, it has to complete the face if it
chooses a wrong face before changing to the next face. Third, in the planarization
process, some shorter paths would be deleted, e.g. the diagonals of a full connected
rectangle would be deleted to planarize the graph. LTGR is eﬃcient because it
still utilizes the position information to decide the next hop, i.e. the greedy search
uses the to-destination-distance values of each leaf node. Because LTGR does not
use planarization, it also keeps the shortest path to the destination.
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The average hop stretches of both protocols roughly increase as the node density
increases. This is because the number of possible paths to the destination increases
as the node density increases. Thus the probability of selecting a right but not
optimal path increases too.
Protocol Overhead
Routing overhead is another important metric for comparing the routing protocols
because it implies the eﬃciency of a protocol in terms of bandwidth consumption
and battery power usage. Large routing overhead induces congestion in a lowbandwidth environment and harms the scalability of the network. Here we deﬁne
the routing overhead as the number of bytes sent by all nodes divided by the
number of payload data bytes received by the destinations. The overhead does not
include IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS packets or ARP packets. However, it does include
the overhead of the IP header because we modify the IP header in LTGR to store
the position information of the destination as what is done in the GPSR. Thus
the IP header in LTGR implementation could be larger than those in other ad-hoc
routing algorithms, such as AODV. The routing overheads of GPSR and LTGR
are shown in Fig. 6.8.
The overheads of both protocols generally decrease as the node density increases. This is because the connectivity probability of the network increases as
the node density increases (as shown in Fig. 6.6). If the network is partitioned,
both algorithms would try all the possible paths before dropping the packets, which
generates more overhead.
There are two features of LTGR that contribute to its better overhead performance than that of GPSR. One is that the delivery ratio achieved by LTGR is
higher than that of GPSR. Because GPSR drops extra packets due to TTL errors,
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Figure 6.8: Protocol overhead vs. the number of nodes.
these packets generate extra overhead. The other is that LTGR is more eﬃcient
than GPSR in terms of hop stretch, which means that the local tree based routing
algorithm in LTGR can bypass the void area quicker than the face routing algorithm in GPSR. A longer search process for a correct path requires the packets to
be delivered to more invalid path candidates that cause more overhead.

6.1.5

LTGR Summary

In this section, we have developed a MassWare-supported routing application in
MANETs and proposed a stateless geometric routing protocol LTGR to overcome
the shortcomings of face-routing-based protocols. The MassWare-supported routing application outperforms static routing applications since it is able to dynamically select an optimal routing protocol based on the availability of geometric
information. As validated in our simulations, LTGR is more eﬃcient than GPSR,
which outperforms traditional routing protocols, in terms of routing overhead and
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hop stretch shown by extensive simulation results, e.g. LTGR can reduce the routing overhead by 25 ∼ 40% and hop stretch by 30 ∼ 50% comparing to GPSR in
our simulation scenarios.
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6.2

MassWare-Supported Data Compression Applications in WSNs

Data compression has been an important technique to reduce the redundancy of
the raw data in WSNs. Large volumes of sensor data generated will make the data
transmission between sensor nodes and a remote data acquisition center a very
challenging task, especially given the limited power and bandwidth of currently
available wireless sensors [84]. Data compression facilitates the power conservation of WSNs since the energy of a sensor node is consumed primarily by wireless
communications [73]. In a dense sensor network, redundancy exists in both data
collected at individual sensor nodes, which is called local redundancy, and data
obtained from correlated sensor nodes, called distributed redundancy (assuming
the sensor network is synchronized [85][86]). Classical data compression techniques
[87], which involve transformation, quantization, and encoding, can reduce the local redundancy. Due to the nature of distributed sensor deployment in WSNs, an
appealing technology for reducing distributed redundancy is DSC [88][89]. DSC
refers to the compression of multiple correlated sensor outputs without communication among the sensor nodes: sensor data are encoded locally according to a
predeﬁned correlation and decoded at the remote sink based on the side information.
MassWare can support the data compression applications to dynamically select optimal compression algorithms based on contextual information (e.g. the
existence of the data correlation). When there is no distributed redundancy (no
data correlation), the applications have to choose local data compression algorithms to ensure the data quality. And when there is distributed redundancy, the
applications can choose distributed data compression algorithms to improve the
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compression ratio. Since sensor nodes are usually randomly deployed in heterogenous environments, it is diﬃcult or impossible to predict the data correlation of
distributed sensor nodes. MassWare then provides a power tool to measure the
data correlation and switch to the optimal algorithm based on the correlation at
runtime.
For the implementation of DSC in WSNs, one of the requirements is that
the correlation is well known by each sensor node and sink. Most existing DSC
algorithms take the correlation in time or space domain that constraints DSC’s
implementation only to process smooth (low frequency) signals. For high frequency
signals, the correlation is hard to be found duo to high frequency noise pollution.
In structural health monitoring applications, the collected raw vibration sample
data consists of both a high frequency component, which is induced by high sample
frequency (50Hz) and noise, and a low frequency component, which is our primary
interest in because it contains the critical information of structure health menace
[90].
We have designed a constructive algorithmic framework that supports DSC
for high- and low-frequency signal compression in WSNs. To separate the low
frequency component from the high frequency component, while keep the timedomain correlation among distributed sensor data, LSWT is used to preprocess the
original data for signal decomposition and noise reduction. Since LSWT is more
eﬃcient than FFT or DCT and its transformed data keep time domain information, it can be naturally combined with DSC to reduce both local and distributed
redundancy. To the best of the author’s knowledge, it is the ﬁrst time that the
LSWT and DSC have been integrated for vibration data compression.
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the proposed LSWT-DSC algorithm. Then,
we present the implementation details of a MassWare-supported data compression
algorithm that uses the LSWT-DSC algorithm. Last, we evaluate the performance
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improvement of the MassWare application by using the new algorithm, which
achieves a higher compression ratio than the classical compression technique [90]
while obtaining the same data quality.

6.2.1

Related Work

The problem of distributed data compression and data aggregation in sensor networks has led to new research challenges in networking, information theory and
algorithm [91][92][88]. In [93], Slepian and Wolf have theoretically shown that separate encoding (with increased complexity at the joint decoder) is as eﬃcient as
joint encoding for lossless compression. Similar results were obtained by Wyner
and Ziv with regard to lossy coding of joint Gaussian sources [94]. Currently, DSC
is an active research area - more than 30 years after Slepian and Wolf laid the theoretical foundation [95]. S.S. Pradhan et al. [88] provide a constructive practical
framework based on algebraic trellis codes dubbed as Distributed Source Coding
Using Syndromes (DISCUS). They address the problem of compressing correlated
distributed sources. They also discuss the rate loss from the DISCUS which is
separated into source coding loss and channel coding loss.
Although DSC has been implemented successfully in some sensor network scenarios [96][97][98], most of them are based on time or space domain correlation.
These algorithms work well only for low frequency signal. In the application, the
sample frequency is 50Hz, making it diﬃcult to decide the correlation of the sensor
data as traditional DSC compression algorithms due to noise pollution. In this dissertation, we apply DSC in the frequency domain, and the proposed algorithms are
suitable for both high- and low- frequency sensor data. In our work, the original
data are decomposed into the low frequency component and the high frequency
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component by LSWT. Scalar quantization is then utilized to treat each input symbol separately in producing the output to reduce the noise and strengthen the
correlation. This algorithm can achieve a much higher compression ratio than another vibration data compression algorithm [90] with favorable signal-restoration
quality.
There have been some implementations of LSWT in the structure health monitoring system based on WSNs. Both [99] and [90] utilize the LSWT to compress
vibration data. Although their methods successfully reduced the high frequency
information and achieved a good compression performance, e.g. a compression ratio of 1:14 in [90], they only compressed the individual data in every single sensor
node instead of reducing the redundancy of distributed source data. In the proposed algorithms of this section, we not only compress the data generated by the
individual source, but also consider the correlation of data from neighbor nodes.
Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithms can achieve a higher
compression ratio while attaining the same signal to noise ratio as theirs because
DSC is a lossless algorithm.

6.2.2

Distributed Source Coding and Lifting Scheme Wavelet
Transform

Distributed Source Coding
X ′ = H(X|Y)
A

Y = Decode( Y′ )
Decode( X′ ) based on Y

Y′ = H(Y)

sink

B

Figure 6.9: Basic structure of distributed source coding.
When DSC is implemented in WSNs, the correlated sensor nodes send their
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encoded data to the base station (sink) for joint decoding. Assume {Xi } and
{Y i} are the sequences of sample values collected in the sensor node A and B
respectively (see Fig. 6.9). In the individual source coding, the entropy H(X)
and H(Y ) must be sent respectively to the base station. However, according to
Shannon’s theory, if they are correlated discrete random variables of independent
and identical distribution (i.i.d), only joint entropy H(X, Y ) is needed for lossless
compression if they are encoded together. Slepian-Wolf extends Shannon’s theorem
further to that even if X and Y must be separately encoded, a rate H(X, Y ) can
also be achieved if decoding of X and Y is done jointly. In WSNs, that means every
individual node can compress its data and reduce the distributed redundancy only
based on its own information. DSC is very suitable for WSNs because it excludes
the data exchange, which would be very expensive for the extremely limited power
and bandwidth, among the correlated neighbor nodes in WSNs. Slepian-Wolf
source coding is lossless. While in practice, Slepian-Wolf coding is often combined
with quantization to provide an approach to address lossy DSC problems.
An Example of Slepian-Wolf Coding [88]
For binary sample value Xi, Y i ∈ {000, 001, . . . , 111}, each of them needs to be
encoded by 3 bits/sample. However, if the correlation is known that the hamming
distance between Xi and Yi is dH ≤ 1, the value space can be divided into four
cosets: Z00 = {000, 111}, Z01 = {001, 110}, Z10 = {010, 101} and Z11 = {100, 011}.
In every coset, the hamming distance between any two values is larger than or equal
to 3. Y is encoded into H(Y ) = 3 bits/sample and this original data is sent to the
base station. Additionally, X is encoded as the index of the cosets H(X | Y ) = 2
bits/sample and this compressed data is also sent to the base station. In the base
station, Y is ﬁrst decoded, and then X can be decoded depending on the side
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information Y . For a given Y , there are only four possible choices which belong
to four separate cosets under the condition dH ≤ 1. For example, when Y = 000,
X ∈ {000, 001, 010, 100}. Assume encoded value X ′ = 01 is the index of the coset,
the only answer X = 001 can be decided because the hamming distance between
Y = 000 and 110 (the other value in the coset) is 2 which is larger than max(dH ).
Thus the Slepian-Wolf limit of H(X, Y ) = H(Y ) + H(X | Y ) = 3 + 2 = 5 bits is
indeed achieved in this example with lossless decoding.
From the above example, we can generalize the Slepian-Wolf coding to the
case when X and Y are equiprobable 2n bit binary sources. Here n ≥ 3 is a
positive integer. The correlation model between X and Y is again characterized
by dH (X, Y ) ≤ 2k − 1. Let m = k + 1, then H(X) = H(Y ) = n bits per sample,
H(X | Y ) = m bits per sample, and H(X, Y ) = n + m bits per pair of samples for
joint encoding.
For the implementation of DSC in WSNs, the choice of parameters n (the
source codebook size) and k (the correlation) is an interesting topic. It could be
automatically adjusted based on the history information. In this dissertation, these
values are generated by statistic analysis.
Wavelet and Lifting Scheme Wavelet Transform
V0

V-1

V-2

W-1

W-2

Figure 6.10: The wavelet decomposition tree with a scale level n = 2.
Because the interesting information of the structure monitoring application lies
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in the low frequency component, it is important to decompose it from the high
frequency component. Wavelet Transform (WT) can analyze the signals in a frequency domain and decompose signals into the low frequency and high frequency
components. DSC works well for the low frequency component, and the high frequency component is quantized to a small value later. WT outperforms traditional
frequency transforms, i.e. FFT and DCT, because it does not need to know the
global time domain information and can detect both the low frequency and the
high frequency information automatically. Another important advantage of WT
is that it can analyze the signal in multi-scales - the low frequency component
can be decomposed again (Fig. 6.10), which provides us the potential to achieve
a tradeoﬀ between the data quality and compression ratio. The computational
complexity of Mallat WT is O(n) and lower than that of FFT and DCT, which
is O(n lg n). Therefore, Mallat WT is also called fast wavelet transform. All of
these characteristics indicate that WT is suitable for data compression and DSC
naturally in WSNs.
LSWT is the second generation WT which is extended from Mallat algorithm. LSWT replaces the translating and dilating operations of conventional WT
with splitting, prediction (dual lifting) and updating (primal lifting) operations.
Compared to the ﬁrst generation WT, LSWT has three main advantages when
implemented in sensor networks [100][101]. First, it is faster than the Mallat algorithm (although the computational complexity is still O(n)). Second, unlike the
ﬁrst generation WT, its inverse transform is easy to ﬁnd and implement. Last,
LSWT provides integer to integer mapping which is favorable in WSNs because
the sensed data is a 10 bit integer.
In the simulation, we have tested two kinds of popular wavelets: CDF(1,1)
(Haar wavelet) and Daubechies D4 wavelet [102]. In the version of Daubechies D4
transform, LSWT consists of splitting, two updates, prediction, and normalization.
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Splitting refers to splitting the original data set λj+1 into the even part λj and the
odd part γj . The ﬁrst update is to use the odd part to update the even part.
After that, the even part is used to predict the odd part, followed by the update
process again. The last step is normalization. The sequence of the steps is listed
as equations (6.2) ∼ (6.5):
Update 1:
λj = λj +
Predict:

√
3γj

√
√
3
3−2
γj = γj −
λj +
λj−1
4
4

(6.2)

(6.3)

Update 2:

Normalize:

λj = λj − γj+1

(6.4)

√
√
3−1
3+1
λj = √ λj and γj = √ γj
2
2

(6.5)

Assume that the length of data set λj+1 is 2n. To handle the edge problem,
λ−1 and γn is replaced by λn−1 and γ0 respectively.

6.2.3

System Design

Simulation System Structure
In the simulation, we analyze the performance of our proposed algorithms and
compare them with the algorithms in [90] based on the same sample data. The
data are collected using Micaz nodes with 128K program ﬂash memory and 10bit
analog to digital converter by a civil engineering research group. The sensor notes
are ﬁxed in a ﬁve layer civil infrastructure model [90] and the distance between
each layer is 15cm. The ﬁrst layer is attached to a motherboard which is driven by
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a vibration exciter. All the upper layers oscillate along with the lower layers. One
sensor node is put in each layer and acceleration data is collected at a sample frequency 50Hz. Related research [99] has evaluated the accuracy of the ADXL202E
onboard accelerometer for structure health monitoring and its modiﬁcations have
been proposed. All the data collected are saved in the RAM. After collecting 4096
samples, the data will be compressed in the sensor node and sent to the base station which is connected to a PC. The data compression process is described in
details in the next section.
Compression Process
To take advantage of DSC, the node in the ﬁrst layer of the structure sends the
original (self compressed) data as side information to the base station, and each
other node sends the DSC compressed data.
Sampling Value

Wavelet Transform
Scalar Quantization
Source codebook
Source codewords
Channel codebook
channel codewords

Figure 6.11: The compression process in sensor nodes.
The compress process is illustrated in Figure 6.11.
• The ﬁrst step is LSWT. LSWT can be repeated by iteration on the λj ,
creating a multi-level or multi-resolution decomposition.
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• The second step is quantization. Scalar quantization is used in the application to reduce the individual redundancy since it has been widely studied and
successfully implemented in data compression combined with WT. After the
quantization, most of the high frequency data value are set to zero. A modiﬁed unary coding algorithm is used to encode the high frequency data set.
That is: only the nonzero data set {xi } are encoded. If xi > 0, it is encoded
with 2 × xi bits 1 and 10bits relative position information. If xi < 0, it is
encoded with 2xi − 1bits 1 and 10bits relative position information. For the
low frequency component, it is encoded by DSC described in the following
steps.
• The third step is to map the coeﬃcient to the source codebook. The codebook
area is from 0 to 2n −1. n is decided by the vibration character and statistical
analysis. After the mapping, every data value is encoded into n bits per
sample which represents H(Y ). We rename the encoded data as base data.
If the data are collected in the ﬁrst layer sensor node, the compression process
will be ended here and the base data will be sent to the base station, otherwise
it continues to the next step.
• The fourth step is DSC. The data set is partitioned into diﬀerent cosets as
the channel codebook, and the original data are replaced with the channel
codeword, which is the coset index and represents H(X | Y ). We rename
these kinds of data as fully compressed data.
After the base station receives all the collected data, it will decompress all the
data step by step. The decompression process includes:
• First, the base station decompresses base data received from ﬁrst layer sensor
node. Because these data represent H(Y ), they can be decompressed without
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any side information.
• Then, the second layer data are decompressed based on the decompressed
ﬁrst layer data as side information.
• After that, the decompressed data of the second layer node can be utilized
to estimate and decompress the data from the third layer. This process is
repeated till all the data are decompressed.
The proposed compression algorithms are lossy ones. The distortion includes
quantization error conduced by scalar quantization and estimation error conduced
by the channel coding. To achieve tolerable distortion ratios, we can adjust the
quantization parameter and correlation parameter k.
Data Format and System Topology Extension
Bits

(1)

(8)

(16)

type base_ID len

payload

Figure 6.12: The compressed data format.
The encoded data structure in the application is illustrated in Fig. 6.12:
Type ﬁeld distinguishes the base data (0) from fully compressed data (1). If
type ﬁeld is 0, base ID ﬁeld is its own node ID. Otherwise base ID is the ID of its
correlated node whose data is used as side information. Len ﬁeld is the length of
payload data.
For the implementation of the proposed algorithms to large scenarios of WSNs,
we should also consider the topology management for DSC. In [103], four DSC
encoding schemes are provided, with the compression rate and loss factor discussed
separately. The cluster head, which sends the original data, could be selected
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dynamically to balance the power consumption. The topology-controlled data
compression algorithms will also be part of our future research topics.

6.2.4

MassWare-Supported Data Compression Application

We have brieﬂy discussed the implementation of the MassWare-supported data
compression application in 5. In this section, we will discuss more details about
the application implementation. A sensor data compression algorithm normally
contains three computing components (masslets): Transformation, Quantization,
and Coding. In this example, we have implemented LSWT as the transformation
masslet, scalar quantization as the quantization masslet, and two coding masslets:
DSC and Modiﬁed Unary coding to reduce distributed and local redundancy separately. There is only one masstool in the application: Neighboring, which measures
the number of neighbor nodes and maps the number to node density.
Component Implementation
As discussed in Chapter 5, there are ﬁve masslets: Sensing, LSWT, Quantz, DSC,
and Unary; and one masstool: Neighboring in the data compression application.
We only present the DSC masslet implementation as an example. The rest of
component implementation can be found on the MARCHES website [70].
To develop a MassWare component, developers need to specify required interfaces in the source code using the keywords massware and interface, as shown in
Fig. 6.13a. the source code is then be compiled with the Component Compiler
to create a SOS-supported binary module and a human-readable ﬁle (meta-ﬁle),
which contains the component meta-information as shown in Fig. 6.13b. Through
the meta-ﬁle, users can get the component name, ID, alias, and its parameter
interfaces and communication interfaces. Therefore, generic sensor services can
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massware interface MSG_SET_CORRELATION
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+102
InterfType iType = Parameter
ActionType aType = Set
ValueType vType = uint8
}
massware interface MSG_FORWARD_INPUT
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+100
InterfType iType = Communication
ActionType aType = Input
MsgType mType = MassWareInputMsg
}
massware interface MSG_FORWARD_OUTPUT
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+101
InterfType iType = Communication
ActionType aType = Output
MsgType mType = MassWareOutputMsg
}
massware interface MSG_INVERSE_INPUT
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+103
InterfType iType = Communication
ActionType aType = Input
MsgType mType = MassWareInputMsg
}
massware interface MSG_INVERSE_OUTPUT
{
int ID = MOD_MSG_START+104
InterfType iType = Communication
ActionType aType = Output
MsgType mType = MassWareOutputMsg
}

<component cid="2003">
<name> DSC_MOD_ID </name>
<comId> APP_MOD_MIN_PID + 46 </comId>
<alias> DSC </alias>
<interface type=“Paramter”>
<name> MSG_SET_CORRELATION </name>
<intfId> MOD_MSG_START + 102 </paramId>
<actionType> Set </actionType>
<valueType> Integer </valueType>
</interface>
<interface type=“Communication”>
<name> MSG_FORWARD_INPUT </name>
<intfId> MOD_MSG_START + 100 </intfId>
<actionType> Input </actionType>
<msgType> MassWareInputMsg </msgType>
</interface>
<interface type=“Communication”>
<name> MSG_FORWARD_OUTPUT </name>
<intfId> MOD_MSG_START + 101 </intfId>
<actionType> Output </actionType>
<msgType> MassWareOutputMsg </msgType>
</interface>
<interface type=“Communication”>
<name> MSG_INVERSE_INPUT </name>
<intfId> MOD_MSG_START + 103 </intfId>
<actionType> Input </actionType>
<msgType> MassWareInputMsg </msgType>
</interface>
<interface type=“Communication”>
<name> MSG_INVERSE_OUTPUT </name>
<intfId> MOD_MSG_START + 104 </intfId>
<actionType> Output </actionType>
<msgType> MassWareOutputMsg </msgType>
</interface>
</component>

(a) DSC interfaces

(b) DSC metafile

Figure 6.13: A DSC masslet example.
be implemented as standard MassWare components and easily shared by diﬀerent
WSN applications. Diﬀerent components can be identiﬁed by the decision engine
according to their IDs.
Script ﬁle Implementation
After all components are prepared, the second step is to develop a script ﬁle that
declares the required components and adaptation rules using the XML language.
In this example, one possible adaptation policy is: when a node has ﬁve or more
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<DecisionEngine xmlns:xsi=...>
<AdaptationPolicies>
<MassTools> … </MassTools>
<policy pid="001">
<Masslets>
<detector did="001">
<component cid="2003">
<event>
<name> DSC_MOD_ID </name>
<otype> GE </otype>
<comId> APP_MOD_MIN_PID + 46 </comId>
<lhs><expr>NEIGHBER.NUMBER</expr></lhs>
<alias> DSC </alias>
<rhs><expr> 5 </expr></rhs>
<interface type=“Parameter">
</event>
<name> MSG_SET_CORRELATION </name>
</detector>
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 102</interfId>
<value> 1 </value>
<Actuator aid="001">
</interface>
<atype> ProActive </atype>
<interface type=“Communication">
<SetParam>
<name> MSG_FORWARD_INPUT </name>
DSC.MSG_SET_CORRELATION = 1;
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 100</interfId>
</SetParam>
<actiontype> Input </actiontype>
<SetArch>
</interface>
SENSOR.MSG_OUTPUT_DATA->LSWT.MSG_FORWARD_INPUT;
<interface type=“Communication">
LSWT.MSG_FORWARD_OUTPUT->QUAN.MSG_FORWARD_INPUT;
<name> MSG_FORWARD_OUTPUT </name>
QUAN.MSG_FORWARD_OUTPUT->DSC.MSG_FORWARD_INPUT;
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 101</interfId>
DSC.MSG_FORWARD_OUTPUT->MASSWARE.OUT(BCAST_ADDR);
<actiontype> Output </actiontype>
</SetArch>
</interface>
</Actuator>
<interface type=“Communication">
<Actuator aid="101">
<name> MSG_INVERSE_INPUT </name>
<atype> ReActive </atype>
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 100</interfId>
<SetArch>
<actiontype> Input </actiontype>
MASSWARE.IN->DSC.MSG_INVERSE_INPUT;
</interface>
DSC.MSG_INVERSE_OUTPUT->QUAN.MSG_INVERSE_INPUT;
<interface type=“Communication">
QUAN.MSG_INVERSE_OUTPUT->LSWT.MSG_INVERSE_INPUT;
<name> MSG_INVERSE_OUTPUT </name>
</SetArch>
<interfId>MOD_MSG_START + 101</interfId> </Actuator>
<actiontype> Output </actiontype>
</policy>
</interface>
...
</component>
</AdaptationPolicies>
...
</Masslets>
</DecisionEngine>

Figure 6.14: The data compression application script ﬁle example.
neighbors, which means there exists distributed redundancy, DSC is selected to
reduce distributed redundancy and the correlation value is set 1. According to
the application requirement, users can change or add more policies. For example,
when a node has more neighbors, the correlation value can be increased; on the
other hand, if the number of neighbors is less than 5, unary coding instead of DSC
should be selected to reduce local data redundancy only. The script ﬁle is compiled
by the MassWare compiler to create the decision engine component.
The third step is to load all compiled components to sensor nodes with SOS.
Masslets and masstools need to be loaded before the decision engine component.
After the decision engine is loaded, it will conﬁgure the components to start the
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application.

6.2.5

Experiments and Simulations

MassWare can optimize application performance by dynamically choosing suitable software components or adjusting component parameters in the current context. The performance of a sensor data compression application stands for its
compression ratio, restored data performance (distortion ratio) and computational
complexity. In this section, we will analyze these characters of the proposed algorithms and compare them with other peer algorithms in various scenarios so that
application developers can take advantage of their merits to meet the application
requirements in diﬀerent scenarios when designing adaptation policies.
The system structure of the experiment is depicted in the previous section. The
vibration exciter generates the vibration and drives the motherboard which connects the ﬁve-layered structure. The basic methodology used to measure the properties of the proposed compression algorithms is to change the vibration frequency
of the exciter. However, because the highest sample frequency of the accelerometer (ADXL202E) in the sensor board is 60Hz, we can’t detect higher frequency
information. To justify the proposed WT-DSC based algorithms, Diﬀerent White
Gaussian Noises, varying in noise degree, are added to the collected sample value. We have compared the results of the proposed algorithms with other existing
compression algorithms [90]. We name the proposed algorithms Haar-DSC (Haar
wavelet based DSC) and Daub-DSC (Daubechies4 wavelet based DSC) and rename
the algorithms in [90] as Haar-MUC and Daub-MUC.
The experiments also compare the compression properties based on diﬀerent
wavelets and DSC parameters. The results are analyzed for each experiment. In
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order to enable a direct, fair comparison between diﬀerent algorithms, we have implemented each selected algorithm on 20 sets of raw data sampled from 20 scenarios
with disparate vibration frequencies. Because these algorithms are challenged in
the same identical condition, their performance can be compared directly.
In the experiments, we only measure the performance and results of the compression algorithms, rather than simulate the wireless sensor network topology.
We have implemented the experimental code [102] using MassWare structure.
Compression Ratio

Figure 6.15: Compression ratio vs. noise degree.
Compression ratio is one of most important criterion for a compression algorithm. Fig. 6.15 highlights the relative compression ratio of the three compression
algorithms as the noise degree increases. From the results, we can see that for
the collected original signal without high frequency noise, Haar-DSC can achieve
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a higher compression ratio than that of Daub-DSC. However, as the noise degree increases, the compression ratio of Daub-DSC increases rapidly while that
of Haar-DSC decreases. Haar WT performs an average and diﬀerence on each
pair of neighbor values. For the original signal without noise, the high frequency
component that stands for the diﬀerence consists of mostly zeros, and the low frequency component that stands for the average is smoother than that of Daubechies
wavelet transformed signal, which picks up some neighbor nodes for high pass and
low pass ﬁlters, because there is an overlap between iterations in the transform
step, and the overlap makes the transformed data not as smooth as that of Haar
WT. The smoother the signal, the higher the correlation, allowing Haar-DSC to
achieve a better compression ratio than Daub-DSC. However, as the noise power
increase, the high frequency component in the Haar-DSC conserved more high frequency information which can not be ﬁltered and it makes Modiﬁed Unary Coding
ineﬃcient.
DSC based compression algorithms, which reduce both the local and distributed redundancy, always outperform MUC based algorithms. Haar-DSC achieves
almost the same compression ratio with the Haar-MUC when the noise ratio is
larger than 0.5dBW . The reason is that the high frequency component contains
large values under this condition, and most of the compressed data bits come from
this part which is encoded by MUC in both algorithms.
Compression Performance
The proposed compression algorithms in this dissertation are lossy algorithms, and
the information is lost for quantization and estimation error. The compression
performance is evaluated using three means: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
time domain analysis and low frequency domain analysis. PSNR of a reconstructed
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signal x∗i compared to the original signal xi is deﬁned as:

P SN R = 20 log10

( x
)
peak
dB
RM SE

(6.6)

where xpeak = maxi | xi | and the Root Mean Square Error:
√
∑n (xi − x∗i )2
RM SE =
i=0
n
where n is the length of the sample data set.

Figure 6.16: The peak signal to noise ratio vs. noise degree.
PSNR is related to the properties of (bi)orthogonal wavelets [100]: neglecting
the wavelet coeﬃcients with the smallest magnitudes is a good compression approach if one wants to keep a high PSNR. Fig. 6.16 shows that the proposed DSC
based compression algorithms can always get the same compression quality as the
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MUC based algorithms. Because MUC is a lossless entropy coding algorithm, it
also justiﬁes the estimation error is negligible in the proposed algorithms.

(a) Noise: 0dBW

(b) Noise: 0.5dBW

(c) Noise: 5dBW

Figure 6.17: Comparisons between the original and the restored signals.

(a) Noise: 0dBW

(b) Noise: 0.5dBW

(c) Noise: 5dBW

Figure 6.18: The frequency domain analysis.
To better illustrate the performance of LSWT based algorithms and compare
them with other algorithms, the original and reconstructed signals in time and
frequency domains are shown in Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18. Both the Haar-DSC
algorithm and Daub-DSC algorithm can achieve favorable performance in the low
noise situation. However, when the noise increases slightly, the eﬀect of Haar-DSC
is weakened quickly, while Daub-DSC can still achieve fairish eﬀect for the favorable
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characters of Daubechies wavelet. In structure health monitoring applications, low
frequency information of the sample signal is the important part. As the noise
increases, the Haar-DSC algorithm can’t restore the original low frequency signal,
while Daub-DSC algorithm can still restore the original signal when the noise power
increases to 5dBW . The results validate the feasibility of the proposed algorithms
in structure health monitoring applications. It is suitable for vibration and other
high frequency correlated data compression.
Computational Complexity
Computational complexity is another important criterion when evaluating the compression algorithm, especially in the WSNs with limited resources. The compression process consists of three steps in the proposed algorithms: LSWT, scalar
quantization and DSC or MUC. The computational complexity can be expressed
as:
C(n) = CLSW T + Cquan + p × CDSC + (1 − p) × CM U C

(6.7)

where p = 1/2n and n is the scale level of LSWT.
As analyzed in Section 6.2.2, the complexity of LSWT (CLSW T ) is O(n). However, the complexity of Haar LSWT is less than Daubechies D4 LSWT because
Haar LSWT only has two steps and counts two ﬁlter coeﬃcients, while Daubechies
D4 has four steps and counts four ﬁlter coeﬃcients.
The computation of the scalar quantization matrix is nontrivial. However,
based on the experiments, we found that sample data from the same layer observe
the same curve model in each experiment. To improve the eﬃciency of the algorithms, the quantization matrix is only calculated once, and the same matrix
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Table 6.2: Computation time (s) for compressing 4096 sample values
Algorithm

Wavelet
transform

Quantization

Source
coding

Total
Time

Haar-DSC
Haar-MUC
Daub-DSC
Daub-MUC

0.0102
0.0102
0.0450
0.0451

0.0070
0.0071
0.0070
0.0070

0.0629
0.0611
0.1196
0.0447

0.0801
0.0783
0.1717
0.0968

is used in all the later quantization processes, so that the quantization complexity (Cquan ) is reduced to O(n). Results show it does not aﬀect the compression
performance under this condition.
The computational complexity of both DSC (CDSC ) and MUC (CM U C ) is O(n),
while DSC is still faster than MUC because the coding complexity of DSC for every
symbol is 1, compared to the complexity 2× | xi | of MUC for symbol xi . Overall,
the total computational complexity of the proposed algorithms is still O(n).
From the above analysis, we can get the total complexity:
C(n) ∈ O(n)

(6.8)

The running time of all the algorithms is listed in table 6.2. All the data are
measured in Micaz platform associated with an ADXL202E onboard accelerometer.
As the experiments and analysis result demonstrated previously, we can see that
the proposed LSWT and DSC based algorithms outperform their peer algorithms
on compression ratio with the same data quality and similar computation overhead. Comparing Haar-Wavelet and Daubechies-Wavelet, Haar-Wavelet is more
suitable for low-noise conditions because it is simpler and can also achieve good
performance. In high-noise conditions, Daubechies-Wavelet, which outperforms
Haar-Wavelet signiﬁcantly, is the better choice.
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6.2.6

LSWT-DSC Summary

In this section, we have designed and implemented a MassWare-supported sensor
data compression application and proposed a new data compression algorithm
that integrates LSWT and DSC for civil infrastructure health monitoring. The
MassWare-supported application outperforms static data compression applications
since it is able to dynamically select optimal data compression algorithms based on
distributed data correlation. To help developers eﬀectively design good adaptation
policies, we have analyzed and compared the characters of a set of masslets and
their combinations based on compression ratio, data quality, and computational
complexity. Therefore, the application can choose suitable software components
or change component parameters based on real-time contexts. Experiments also
demonstrate that the proposed algorithms can achieve 1:27 to 1:80 compression
ratios without weakening the data quality when data redundancy exists in dense
WSNs.
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In this dissertation, we have designed and implemented a context-aware reﬂective middleware (CARM) framework, called MassWare (Mobile Ad-hoc and Sensor
Systems middeWare), to improve the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of existing CARM frameworks in MANETs and WSNs. MassWare has two separate middleware
frameworks: MassWare-MANET for mobile ad-hoc networks and MassWare-WSN
for wireless sensor networks.
MassWare-MANET solves the critical issue of the long reconﬁguration time of
context-aware reﬂective middleware to satisfy the stringent real-time requirement
of DRE systems. MassWare oﬀers an original structure of multiple component
chains to reduce local behavior change time and a novel synchronization protocol
using active messages to reduce distributed behavior synchronization time. The key
idea behind the protocol is that each application-layer data packet takes an active
message header that indexes the correct component-chain of the packet receiver to
process the data payload. Therefore, the distributed behavior synchronization time
is dramatically reduced by eliminating the operation suspension time and buﬀer
clearance time. To eﬀectively support the new structure and protocol, MassWareMANET is designed with a layered architecture and provides both componentlevel and system-level reﬂection to incorporate standard components, a hierarchical
event notiﬁcation model to evaluate contexts, and a lightweight XML-based script
language to describe and manage adaptation policies.
We have established a generic analytical model for fair comparisons of the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of MassWare and peer CARM frameworks: MobiPADS and
CARISMA. Besides a theoretical analysis, the system performance of MassWare
has been evaluated using benchmark applications. The complete implementation
of MassWare and the benchmark applications allows us to test the feasibility and
eﬃciency of MassWare and gain insights into the DRE system design supported
by it. The theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that
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• the reconﬁguration time in traditional adaptive and reﬂective middleware is
reduced by several magnitudes from seconds to hundreds of microseconds,
• the extra costs introduced by the multi-actuator architecture in MassWare
are extremely low, and
• the robustness and scalability are improved as well in MassWare when compared with traditional middleware.
Based on MassWare, mission-critical DRE systems, like intelligent vehicle systems and unmanned aircraft systems, will be able to take advantage of future
advances in CARM software in a dependable, timely, and cost eﬀective manner.
MassWare-WSN is the ﬁrst context-aware reﬂective middleware framework ,to
the best of the author’s knowledge, which has been implemented in single sensor
nodes to support adaptive WSN applications. The overall objective of MassWareWSN is to improve the reusability and ﬂexibility of WSN applications, which has
been achieved by a new component model and a reﬂective middleware framework.
To be lightweight to ﬁt resource-limited sensor nodes while ﬂexible enough to
support generic adaptive WSN applications, MassWare-WSN supports software
components for eﬃcient reconﬁguration and utilizes the active-message-based synchronization protocol to synchronize the behaviors among the base station and
reconﬁgured sensor nodes. It also uses the hierarchical event model to monitor
application-interested contexts. MassWare-WSN oﬀers other beneﬁts, including:
• simplifying the task of developing and managing WSN applications;
• facilitating energy-eﬃcient WSN reprogramming;
• providing an eﬃcient synchronization protocol; and
• monitoring node status at runtime.
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MassWare-WSN has been implemented in MicaZ sensor nodes and evaluated
based on benchmark applications. Results and analysis demonstrate that
• the extra costs introduced by the middleware, like memory consumption and
conﬁguration time, are very low with respect to the hardware resources of
sensor nodes; and
• the middleware is stable for complex WSN applications.
MassWare-WSN can signiﬁcantly improve the reusability and reduce the reprogramming cost of WSN applications since an application can be separated into
function-independent software components. It also improves the ﬂexibility and
adaptability of WSN applications in mobile environments.
MassWare oﬀers an uniﬁed, hardware-independent application development
model for both MANETs and WSNs to eﬃciently develop context-aware reﬂective applications. Application developers only need to provide a standard script
ﬁle in XML syntax to declare application-required functional components, measurement tool components, and adaptation policies. Massware then uses the script
ﬁle to construct the application, measure application contextual information, adapt
the application behavior to the contexts according to the adaptation policies, and
synchronize with peer middleware agents or the base station.
To prove the usability and justify the performance of the proposed middleware framework in real applications, we have implemented MassWare-supported
applications in MANET and WSN environments and designed two new algorithms:
Local Tree based Geometric Routing (LTGR) and Lifting Scheme Wavelet Transfer
and Distributed Source Coding (LSWT-DSC) data compression.
When geometric information is available, a MassWare-supported MANET application can dynamically switch to use LTGR protocol for better performance.
LTGR uses a local tree based search algorithm to overcome the shortcomings of
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the face routing based protocols. Compared to GPSR, LTGR is more eﬃcient in
terms of routing overhead and hop stretch shown by extensive simulation results,
e.g. LTGR can reduce the routing overhead by 25 ∼ 40% and hop stretch by
30 ∼ 50% comparing to GPSR in our simulation scenarios.
In WSNs, a MassWare-supported sensor data compression application can dynamically switch to use LSWT-DSC algorithm for improved compression ratio
when the distributed redundancy exists in dense areas (detected by measuring the
node density via measurement tools). The LSWT-DSC algorithm integrates LSWT and DSC and reduces both local and distributed sensor data redundancy,
which can achieve 1:27 to 1:80 compression ratios without weakening data quality. The nodes deployed in sparse areas can still use traditional data compression
algorithm to reduce local data redundancy only to ensure the data quality.
Although the experimental results are encouraging, there are unexplored issues
of MassWare for the future work.
• MassWare extension for stateful applications: The proposed synchronization
protocol can be combined with state-machine and model based reconﬁguration techniques to improve the reconﬁguration eﬃciency of a state application, like the GSM-Oriented coding application [65].
• MassWare component model: MassWare supports COM components and
.NET assemblies so far. It may be useful to extend the component manager to
support more component models and components like CORBA components
and JAVA Beans etc.
• MassWare deployment in a wide range of sensor platforms: MassWare-WSN
is built on top of SOS, which is supported by limited platforms. Migrating
the SOS core to other platforms is desired.
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• Comprehensive evaluation of MassWare-WSN: Since sensor nodes are power constrained, energy consumption is an important metric of the software
based on sensor networks. Thus future experiments about energy eﬃciency
of MassWare are expected.
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